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ABSTRACT

The Career of The Bay City Public School

Custodian: A Sociological Inquiry
.

As a result of status dilemma and lack of respect, the career of the

Bay City Public School Custodian is characterized by horrizontal

mobility. Although not as frequent a career pattern, some custodians

will adjrst to their existing situations by re-training teachers or

avoiding them. Another response to status inconsistency is political

activity. The custodians of Bay City campaign for politicians

in exchange for some measure of control over their working conditions

and their lives in general. In addition, the monograph examines the

backgrounds of the custodians and the skills required for the position.

The literature is reviewed and a sociological model is used to

structure a series of in-depth interviews of custodians in a medium-

sized city.
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FART I: INT:C,DUCTION

Chapter 1: A Rationale for The Study of School Custodians

Set in the wall of the main corrjdor of a palic
school in a small city of Iowa is a bronze tablet
bearing, in low relief, the heroic likeness of a
man and the inscription--"He gave thirty-two years
of fait ful service to the youth of this community."
From the dedicatory program we learn that the tab-
let was placed "by its hundreds of donors with the
belief that all .those who shall frequent these halls
in the years to come will be inspired, as we who
present it were inspired, by him." This superior
personage, so memorialized was not a member of the
board of education, he was not a superintendent; nor
a principal; nor an exceptional teacher, but the
school janitor or custodian . . . Here is a testi-
monial to the fact that the man who fires the fur-
nace and sweeps the floors may loom in the memory
of those who came under his humble ministrations as
of more moment than the remaining personnel of the
institution. (Rogers, 1938, p. 1)

A minority of educators and hygienists have recognized the

importance of the school custodian, as the following quotations in-

dicate:

Ten teachers can Le out of school and the school will
run, but if on custodian is out, the school will
not run. (Joseph L, Bay City School Board)

In order to operate a school you need a custodian, a
tea :her, a head masteir, and pupils, in that order.
(Joseph L, Bay City School Board)

The Janitor of a modern school bvilding is, next to
the principal, perhaps tne most important officer
in the school. (Fletcher b. Dressler, author of
School Hygiene)



A good janitor is harder to replace than a good teacher.
and in most cases than n good principal. (Ayers, Wil-
liams and Wood, authors of Healthful Schools)

Diligent and conscientious caretaking contributes much
to the health and habits of children in all types of
schools . . . Special care should be exercised in
their selEction and in the organization of their
duties. (Report of the Consultative Committee on
Infant and Nursery Schools, London, England.)

Social scientists and educationists have investigated most of

the elements within the school system: the school board, superin-

tendents of schools, principals, teachers, students and guidance

counselors. Their choice of concerns, however, reflects a bias

which leads them to neglect the elements of least prestige in the

system--the "grey" people (Wailer, 1965). The grey people are those

in the school who are not part of the "academic house": the'cus-

todians, firemen, cafeteria workers, security guards. They repre-

sent "a veritable army of service-type employees who keep the schools

operating but have no direct relationship to instruction" (Campbell,

et al., 1965, p. 286). In many cities, one out of three employees

is categorized as non-instructional.

Perhaps these people, who at first may seem to be on the

fringes of the school, are neglected because of their lowly status.

Researchers, especially those who are insecure in status, may be-

lieve that "rubbing elbows" with custodians lowers their own pre-

carious positions. Or, they may simply be unaware of the part

played by custodians in the scenario of the school. For whatever



reason, however, a perusal of the sciclogical, educational and

administration literature reveals very few pages devoted to scho:L

custodians.

To be sure, many would find a study of school custodians

interesting and informative as an example of a field study in Arne -

ican ethnography. Many have fond memories ').f the custodian from

their school days. Anecdotal references to the friendly school-

house custodian are found in novels, movies, and even occasionary

in educational iterature of a more academic nature. Thus, the

work of custodians appears in novels from Peyton Place to Benjamin

Siegel's The Principal, which depicts the custodian as a sensitive,

cultured, intellectual confidante. This introduction attempts to

justify a more sistenatic approach to the subject.

The work of Everet%. Hughes and his students (known collec-

tively as "The Chicago School" of sociology) in the sociology of

occupations rests on the premise that the less prestigious occu-

pations may be the best possible laboratories for the study of some

general social phenomena:

Perhaps there is much to be ]earned about the high-
prestige occupations by applying to them the concepts
which naturally come to mind for the study of people in
the most lowly kinds of work as there is to be learned
by apply ng to other occupations the conceptions de-
veloped in connection with the highly-valued profes-
sions. Furthermore, I [Professor Hughes have come
to the conclusion that it is a fruitful thing to start
the study of any social phmlomnnon at the point of
least prestige. For, since prestige is so much a



matter of symbols, and even of pretemions--however
well merited--there goes wfth prestig a tendency tc
preserve a front which hides the insice of thini:s: a
front of names, of indirectfon, of secrecy --.uch of

it necessary secrecy). On the other hand. in things
of less prestige, the cure may be mere easy ,f access.
(Hughes, 1958, pp. 1:8-49)

This comparative framework l_ecomes :acre concrete with an il-

lustration of its usefulness. Imagine that a researcher is inter-

ested in studying therole and adjustments of guidance counselor:.

in the schools. Obscuring_and divertihg attention away from the

essential characteristics and functions of counselors are their

symbolic trappings--the "mystery" and "magic" associated with con-

trolling unseen and elusive mental forces, the untranslatable rhe-

toric which 'characterizes their work ("percentiles." "standard de-

viations, " "WISC," "WAIS," etc.) and the methods and techniques

not understood by other school personnel (I Q tests, personality

inventories, psychotherapy, non- directive counseling, etc.). C:,n-

sideration of the custodian may lead to a clearer understanding of

the counselor. For example, the custodian also deals with unseen

forces: he controls the heat in the school building. if something

goes wrong, he has at his command magic words such as "insufficient

boiler pressure" and "PH water concentration." In the same way, a

guidance counselor may attribute events he has not foreseen or can-

not uoderstand to "personality syndrothes," and "functional disorders

of unknown etiology." The custodian tinkers with machines, such as
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oil burners, ventilating systems, and electrical re:as. .F.e.catFe

no one. else in the building understands these machies, nobody' kr.pws

whether he is .repairing some defect or simply wastinc tine avcid

some other duty. amilarly, the day to day work of the cour.e7:.

is not regulated: no one in the school has adetailfd knowledge

of his tools and their use.

There are other justifications for the allocation of time and

effort to the study of school custodians. If we, as social scien-

tists, believe that the school is indeed a social Eystem in which

the elements mutua7ly influence each other, then we ought tc

sider all elements in that system. The system assmptiun indicates

a priori that custodians influence teachers, students and adminis-

trators, and vice versa. A major portion of this essay, therefore,

deals with the social transactions or staff relations between cus-

todians and other eleitlents in the school system: principals, teachers,

students, and parents who are on the periphery of the system.

We also assume that the school as a system is influenced by

external sub-systems in society: by unions, municipal government,

voluntary associations, etc. The custodians form a link between the

school system nd some of these sub-systems, through their member-

ship in associations and unions, as taxpayers, and as parents. Ac-

cording to Wallei. (1965, p. 80), th,; school custodian is a major

link between the school system and the outside community:



rarrely this dispr*rtionate importance of the ,fan_.-
tor is derived from the fa:t that the jr.itor is

ways a member of the local community, whereas teachers

.belong rather to the outsidc world. The primary groi:Fs

and compact social units.cof, the community stand behind
the janitor; although"thed groups are not a'ways
ful, they are sometimes more than any teacher can mot11-
ize in his own interest.

:

Thuds, a macor portion, of the essay deals with custodial

the.relationi.hip between the schools and community is mediated by

the custodians through their union, and Association activities.

The custodian is also interesting to'students of social strati-

fication. He an example of what some sociologists call the statue

inconsistent person. Gold (1950, p. 7) describes the "status dilemma"

of the apartment house janitor who earns more money than his ten'ants;

this dilemma it experienced by school custodians who earn as much as

or more thanmany teachers:

In many cases, the janitor's : -'one is higher than the
income of his tenants. His in.ome is obviously on the
middle class level and his selfconceptions are oriented

. to the middle class. Nevertheless, the tenants continue
to regard the janitor nit as a respectable person, but
as an occ4pational type; a mobile part' of the building
always at their beck and call. The janitor's efforts
to be respected by the tenants for what he thinks he is,
when viewed against this background of status and income
differentials, are seen to give rise to personal and
soc-ral dilemmas of especial sociological interest.

Researchers in education tend to find the concept of role far

more useful than the concept of status, probably because Neal Gross,

Jacob Getzels and Egon Cuba have developed sophisticated research
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strategies and models to dea: with 'roles and role conflict, Btt

other than in studies of the socio-economic status cf th4:-:---:

concept of states iu.e not generated much interest among educational

researchers. Yet the matus of individua:s--their rvulding in a

group relative to other groups - =may precondition the expectation

other adults hold. We, are startled by the phenomena of male secre-

taries, lady. physicians, and female school superintendent. Thus,

the school custodians represent an archetype example of a phenomena

known as status dilemma or status inconsistencymembership in an

occupation regarded as low status bu'c performance of life styles

(i.-e., income) rather higher than popular opinion would co..ntenance.

Thus, "lowly" custodians with high incomes are "startling" and pre-

sent a uniquelopportunity to study occupational status.

.11;10.
'The'..e is a growing body of literature on the theory of status

inconsistency which suggests hypotheses which may be tested by

study'of custocians. Additionally, these discussions of status in-

consistency are heuristic because they offer insights and perspec-

tives on custodians gained from investigations of other status in-

consistent groups such as Mafia leaders (high on economic status

and low in occupational prestige) and Negro collegt! professors,

(high on occupation61 prestige and low on racial status). Thus,

the knowledge That status inconsistent Negro college professors are

politically conservative under certain conditions, might lead us

to inquire about the political activities of school custodians. If

a

O



we fina
1.ctween cust.o:ahs and z..ther inc.onsf_stent

w have contrIbuted to he jevelopment of sociclogical

. gen(ral stratificat%on theory in particular.

her*. c.,ne ,ustMcation fcr the stuiy of custod-

wh--cn may be dubious value, but which nevertheless should

mented the :n terests of completeness. Gold (1 50) gives

tne fcilw ;;ccoLnt of the origin Of hi, research interest in

apartment n:.,-e co,,todiahs:

:-..uoy was conceived about, two years ago when a
fr ..e:o and l'were discussing some of the techniques

c Hitler -... gaining and enforcing power over
the German people. One move that Hitler had made

prttcularly interesting. When Hither firstfar .nto pc.:wer, organizes a force of secret po-
.1ceN caileo the Gestapo. Recognizing that Janitors
.ire in a gcod position to know a great deal about
the ttlnants. Hitler recruited janitors tb form the
nu,..7e1..E of the Gestapo. -Apparently many janitors
w re none than willing to be placed in a position
:rich would enable them to avenge the socialde:
.ivations which they had suffered at the hands of

-heir tenants. The janitors of Germany were ready
I a sccia .upheaval of Hitler's brand, and Hitler

fhrewd enough to use them-where they could do
the no::. good. .,. . We then began to speculate

r the po.Fsitility that janitors in the United
,tf;',: are erlually ready for der Tag.

Nek-d.;es say, Geldis fears were -not justified. However, Sorokin,

2.,L.) hypothesizes that "riots, revolts, conquests, revo-

ljtions *ars or radical social reform inovementc" are initiated and .

iupr,ortE, by the a-ti.empts of status inconsistent individuals to

gr*- zeir relative psitions. lenski (1966, p. 146) state:

1



On the basis of limited (systematic) studio . . Dne
w-luld hesitate to say that this hypothesis is muci-,
more than interesting speculation. However, there is
a considerable body of unsystematic evidence to sup-
port it.

AlthoLgh we might not expect school custodians to te the nucleus Df

a revylution, any investigation of them should, therefore, include

some reference to their political activities and beliefs.



Chapter 2: A Sociological Framework For The Study of School Cust3dians

The perspective used throughout this study is based on the con-

cept of career. Everyone, from the low status custodt-an tc the

pected physician, has a career:

Career, the word itself had a career. Once a race-'
course, career came to mean figuratively a short
gallop at full speed, even a charge of cavalry;
the swift flight of a bird in hawking and the course
of the sun and stars across the sky; hence, also
full speed or impetus. These meanings, all obso-
lete, have given place to this: "A person's course
of progress through life or a distinct portion of
life." A more special meaning is: "A profession
affording opportunities for advancement," and in a
still narrower sense, and without adjectives, it
refers--in both English and Trench--to the taking
up of diplomatic service as a permanent calling.

-

Our subject is career in the broad sense of a
person's course through life, and especially through
that portion of his life in which he works. That
portion, however, cannot be understood apart from
the whole. In our sense, everyone has a career.
(Hughes, unpublished mimeographed paper, hpp., n.,d.)

Thus the first task is to examine the Job itself, the kinds of men

who take on custodial work, and their work histories, This will be

found in Part II, which is entitled, "The Job and the Men."

The next step in arriving at a'sociological perspective of

custodians is answering the question: what is sociologically dis-

tinctive about the position of the custodian? Gold's study of

apartment house janitors suggests the answer--"status dilemma," a



structural differential in the status (prestige) and the income

associated wf,h a position. Gold (2950) carefully describes the

interpersonal conflict between apartment house custodians who ..ant

to be respected and their middle class tenants who refer to them

derisively as "janitors." Similarly, the status di7'emma of the

school custodian is reflected in his complaint that, like the.

comedian Rodney Dangerfield,- he "gets no respect." As we will

show, custodians "get no respect" from the community, teachers,

parents, and the builders of schools. ( architects) . Frob' emetic

situations orbit around the status dilemma outlined by Gold: the

custodian's efforts to be respected by others for what he thinks he

is, when viewed against the badkground of status (prestige) and

income differentials. His public image as an overpaid, unskilled,

degenerate, broom pusher is not congruent with his own self co::*-

ceptions.

The final s4cp in forming a sociological perspective of the

custodian is answering the question: that are the sociological

alternatives or solutions to status dilenana and its resulting dis-

respect? Since the solutions of custodians to their'predicament

are worked out in their career patternt, an analysis of the concept

"career" helps to answer this question. Therefore, we digress a

moment to discuss careers and then return to the adjustments of the

Bay City lhoul custodians.

In its narrow sense, career regers to the "patterned series
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of adjustments made by the individual to the inetwor? : r=1--

tions, formal organizations, and iniormal relationships' (Hall,

19L8, p. 327; quoted in Becker) in which the work of the occupation

is Performed" (Becker, 1952, p. 470). Becker (1952) pc:1ms out that

traditional research in this area focuses on the movement of the in-
.

dividual from one position to another, along a vertical dimension
-I

of ranked positions. By concentrating on vertical mobility, how-

ever, we tend to,ignore "the horizontal aspects of the career: move-

ment among the positions available at one level of such a hierarchy"

(Becker, 1952, p. L70). The careers of big -city school teachers,

for example, typically follow such a pattern. Vinile relatively fel,:

teachers become principals or superintendents (vertical mobility),

'many transfer from one school to another (horizontal mobility). They

tend to move in patterned ways among . . . possible positionS, seek-

-ing that situation which affords the most desirable setting in Which

to meet and grapple with the basic problems of, their work" (Eecker,

1952, p. L70).

We now return to the status dilemma of the custodian. The

solutions or adjustments to status dilemma and its concomitant lack

of respect become clear when we examine this career pattern--hori-

zontal mobility--of the Bay City school custodians. In this career

mode, the custodian typically moves from school to school seeking

pleasant staff relations in response to status dilemma and disres-

pect. The observation of this movement is made within the context
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of intra-system analysis, since it takes place within the social

system of the school. This pattern of movement within-the school

.system is discussed in Part III, entitled, "Horizontal Mobility."

There i , in addition, an alternative adjustment to the

predicament of status dilemma and disrespect: union activity. This

is seen in the wider context of inter-system analysis, as the cus-,

todian interacts with social systems outside of the school. As we

pointed out above, career means "movement throUgh life" or a -"per-

son's course of progress through life." Therefore, nembership in

voluntary organizations (such as social clubs, unions, .churches),

friendship networks, geographical location, consumption patterns- -

or any patterned sequences of behavior which occur outside of the

work situation--is considered part of one's career. Often non-work

aspects of career infringe on behavior and relationships in the work

situation. For example, union membership or tax paying status en-

ables a worker to sponsor legislation which affects his working con-

ditions or hi, job definition.

Thus, union activity is another kind of career pattern which

serves as an adjustment or solution to perceived status dilemma and

disrespect. In this mode of behavior, the individual attempts to

change the structural arrangements of society that cause his status

(prestige) and income differential. One goal of this "political"

activity is to transform the ongoing social order into one in which

there is high prestige associated with "labor," and the status of



"intellectuals" is downgraded.- In this way, people in status dilema

not only eliminate their dilemma, ::it also avenge the social wroni;s

they have suffered at the hands of the higher-ranked members of so-

ciety. Of course, custodians in Bay City are neither on the verge

of revolution nor incipient fascists. They do, however, engage in

political behavior that directly or indirectly reduces their status

differential and increases their prestige in the eyes of teachers

and the community. This career pat-,ern is discussed in Fart IV, en-

titled, "Custodial Politics."



Chapter 3: The Literature

The recognition of the importance of school custodians hae

inspired three national surveys, one as early as 1915 by Deffenbbugh,

another by Garber in 1922 and a third by Rogers in 1938. We discuss

only Garber's study because his observations are not substantially

different from those of the other researchers. In the reference

section at the end of this paper, we list several books on educa-

tional administration, containing anywhere from a page to a chapter

about custodians. Each text emphasizes the importance of the cus-

todian not only as a.man who cleans the schools but as at man who

affects the soeLal habits and values of those with ah,ra nomes

into contact, e"glpecially the children. Also stressed is the im-

portance of the custodian in the community. None of these books,

however, systematically examines these areas of interest or pre-

sents any but the most anecdotal evidence for their recommend -lions

to administrators of custodian services. A few excerpts from these

works illustrate their areas of concern:

Cultivate the good will of the janitor. He may become
a-friend in need. (Viler, 191t1, p. 8)

The janitor who does his work well contributes much to
the efficiency of the school system. (Niles, 1941, p.9)

The janitors must be treater3 with respect, and while
one may be friendly with them, relations must be on a

dignified plane. (Linn, et al., 1948, p. 7)



The custodian should use collnon sense and di!:cre:icn
when talking about school matters among his family
and friends. . . . the stories he might tell could em-
barrass teachers, principals, or school officials and
cause trouble that could ha-re been avoided. (Linn, 1913,

9)

Teachers do a better job of teaching and pupils do a
better job of learning when they are comfortable, happy
and generally satisfied with their surroundings. When
a cutodian's work is well done and his attitude is
cheerful and helpful, he is helping to make teachers
and pupils happier and betty able to carry out their
tasks. (Linn, et. al., 19h8, p. 3)

The Building:, and Grounds Department Is in a position
to contribute toward building good will for the school
through service. Employees who are courteous and
agreeable and who do their work well gain the respect
of pupils, faculty and visitors. But if these em-

* ployees can promote good will, they also are in a .

position to cause ill will through questionable at-
titudes, actions, appearance and workmanship. (Linn,
et. al., 19h8, pp. 388-89)

Garber's (1922) national survey of school custodial services

was motivated by a-consideration of five features of the custodian's

job that he believed were not only important to the fugtioning of

the school, but were largely unnoticed by school officials. These

are as follows:

1) safeguarding 1:aluable Property

The school custodian is responsible for a multi-million dol-

la building which contains expensive heating and other mechanical

equipment. Yet the man with these grave responsibilities is often

untrained, underpaid, ill-respected; he is seldom considered important.

enough to be the subject of research.



2) Setting HQusekeeping Standards

The custodian is responsible for making and keeping the schcsl

and its immediate surroundings clean, neat, end attractive. Garber

(1922) recognizes the importance of cleanliness and orderliness a'sa

learning experience for the children in a school:

Obviously, one of the school's chief duties is to incul-
cate in our children a taste for neatness and cleanli-
ness, as well as in the intelligent understanding of
their importance. This should be done both by precept
.and example . . . . It is certain that the conditions
under which children live in these schoolhouses for 5
days'a week, for 6 or 12 years, have much to do with
establishing their own standards and habits of blean-
liness and order. (Garber, 1922, p. 1.4)

3) The Moral Influence of the Custodian

Children who are Ft very critical and impressionable ages spend

a great deal of time in school buildings. While the children are de-

veloping physically, the; are acquiring values and standards of con-

duct:

The janitors who Treside over these school buildings
necessarily come in close and intimate association
with teachers and pupils. . . . The reports received
show that in 60 per cent of the cities the janitors
have direct responsibility for discipline of pupils upon
school premises. This responsibility extends all the
way from merely reporting misdemeanors and irregular-
ities to teachers and principals, to general super-
visio and authority at all times. In many cases,
the janitor has the same authority as teachers for dis-
cipline during school hours. . . . No teacher in a
school comes into more vital contact with the boys
than the janitor, especially in and around boys'
toilets, in basemunts, in corridors, and on the grounds.

4
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L) Control of Health Conditions

The knoledge and efficienc:: with which the custcdian per-
-

forms his duties affect' the safety and health of al: those in the

school building. He not only controls the heating,, but he performs

other vital sanitary functions as well. He controls the moisture,

dust lnd humidity of the air--factors which influence the bacteria
A

-and other harmful content of the air. Dirty windows prevent proper

lighting and may cause eyestrain. A dirty and messy school may

lead to low morale of those who occupy the Wilding, and so on.

'$) Fire Hazards and Safety

Perhaps the,most important matter resting upon the
janitor to connection with his management and care of
the school plant, is his responsibility.i:. relation ,

to fire hazards and safety. (Garber, 1922, p. 6)

The careless custodian can be the of conflagrations in schools

which endanger the lives of all,occupants of the building. Overheated

rurnacps, careleSimess in firing the boiler, leaky gas pipes; spon-
4 .0

1

Laneous combustion-in rag piles, etc., are'some of the.most common
.

c,ARe-goff.ixes in schools--a careful and conscientious custodian

can eliminate these hazards.

MuCh of this information is necessary to an understanding of

the problems associated with the custodian's job, and yet it is

known by very few educational administrators. For example, how many

know that as recently as thirty-five years ago, in some communities
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fleeted in earlier publications Which describe the job of the "jani-

the school custodian was actually r.,quired to live on the premise:

of the schoql, in an appropriate basement apartment or Iack on the

building's roof. -In earlier years"the custodian wal- often.difectly

res;;;arsible to the principal of the school. Today, the custodian

is one of the few individual in the school Who is not directly

under tie principal's authorcity. He is controlled by the school

buildings department, which is responsible to thP,school

board or the superintendent of schools. -Twenty years ago many city

school zustodidns were given one large sum` of money with which 1.;,l

buy cleaning materials and hire assistants. By cuttirg corners -Ind

hiring less help than was needed, :ome custodians earned over

.

$30,C m00 a year. And finally, few administiators know the meaning

and origin of the terms "janito" and "custodian":

The term janitor had for its ancdstor a word meaning
doorkeeper or porter: while custodian refers to a

guardian or keeper. (Rogers, 1938, p. 2)

A change in the perceptions and duties required of, the ,anitor:is re-

tor," while more recent monograph r and articles refer to,the school

"custodians":

e

We have therefore placed on the cover of 'this publica-
tion the more appropriate title`custodian/ for in Most
schools the.jantt'ir or janitor-engineer is responsible
for the physicai, and less directly, for the mental
and moral welfare of every man, woman, and child in the
school. (Rogers, 193Ai, p. ;)
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. a .

We conclude that while a few investigators (such as Roge'rs,

1938) give school custodians the recognition that they deserve f:,,r

their hygienic and moral functions in the school, even fewer authors

of text-books in,educational administration have shown an interest

in these studies. This literature contains many "leads" which social

Scientists and educators have failed to follow-up; there are no sys-

tematic studies of the interactions between custodians and teachers,

,students, members of the outside 'community, school boards, etc. Per-
O

haps this monograph will fill these gaps and indicate the Importance

and feasibility of continuing this kind of career research.
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Chapter L: Background of The Fre.lent Study,

This monograph presentS the findinrs O",f an interview study cf

custodians in the high schools of a city we shall call Bay City. In-
c:

depth interviews lasting frditNope and one-,half to three hours were

conducted with 25 Bay City Custodians. In addition, 14.e had discus-

sions with the Head Custodian, several officials of the Custodians'

Association, and the manycustodiant and government officials at-

tending,the custodians' annual banquet. The custodial department

employs 18o custodians and four supervisors; it is directed by the

Head.Custodian. They are responsible for the maintenance of 197 school

buildipgs, and the School Board and truant offices in an eastern city

of approximately 700,000 people.

Cold (1950) quickly learned tn his study of apartment hcuse

janitors that it iF not easy to interview custodians. Armed with a
A

letter of introduction from the vice-president of the custodian's

union in Chicago, Cold was regarded as everything but a social ::cien-

s tist; he was accused of being an agent of the Federal Bureau of In-
,

vestigation, a union organizer, a nftvaper reporter, and a "stool

pigebn" .(or informer) for the union. Unable to gain entrance to

their buildings, he sought out janitors at their 'hangouts," and

interviewed them in bars and lunchrooms.

,I had better luck than Cold. I was armed with a letter from

O



he presidPnt of the Building Service Employees internationa4.. TJni. n -

AFL-CIV,-stating that I was a stLdent at Harvard University

and va:., ,t rested ...11 the problems of custodians. It asked thec:Is-

trx:n t .:please." }-rant me an interview. Innocently, I walked into

a very sens.tIve, situation. Several ye6rs ago, the custodians in

the Bay City school system .gad walked out of a BSEIU iocal to form

thcAr QWL-associa-.0n. Av !, result, the men were very hostile to-

wards unions, genera:, :E.d the Ru.1.1.ding Service International Em-
.

,
cliUnion particul -ar. I was therefore regarded with more than

little suspicion by many of the men. But I bad two marks-in

favr. One was that I worked my way through colleges a member of

the custodians' union New York City. `.he dustodians be-

therefore, I was sympathetic. to the working man and

not interested in writing an ..expose.4".Secondly,s-ii turned

out at :east-17.veof my interviewees had remained in BSEIU. I in-
IP

te-viewed terret_i,or high school custodians who had pan average of

twenty-five or th,rty years on the job. Although only thirty cub-

t%,r;iani had remained in BSEIU, many of the BSEIU - members -w e're "o1

and taus were disProportionately represented in the sample

Is' iris. They were pleased to talk with someone connected with

_
cu.t9oial supervisors and the chief' schoolhouse custodian,

T'ar.ed me with suspicion.. At. the outset of the study, I

interview Mr. McC.' However, one custodian, after
a
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refusing to speak with me unless received the permiss:on the

thief, called MI-. McC to tell hivl I. was "nosing around" the sch,:=..1s.

I then saw Mr. McC, and we had a very cordial conversation. He'Saii

I would have his full cooperation, providekhe caLd inspect rk
, .

writing before it was published: :The net day, I learned from &cue-
.

todiau that NT. McC, despite his promise of cooperation-, had ordered

all his men not to show me around the schools'or to tell me anything

unless he was present: Fortunately I had already completed all in-

terviews by the time his directive was issued. But:word travels

fast when someone is interviewing eustodians! The morning before

I 'spoke with Mr. McC, I interviewed a custodian on the steps of his

school building. A supervisor, making a tour of the school, came up

'one and without any introduction said: "You must be Rafky. I've

heard aboUt you."

The school principals' were also suspicious, The custodian
.

osS
mentioned above Oterviewedisb in front of his-school building while

the principal stood in the doorway watching us. This was one of the

"powerful custodians who was President of the association in 1968.'

He didn.'t care-if the principal saw him 'speaking leisurely with some-

one ddring working hours. Other custodians were more cautious, how-
. .

ever. One insisted that I come and see him during his lunch hour,

so that the principal could not c]aim he was negleoting'his duties

during working hours. In another school, the principal actually.fol-

lowed the custodian and me as we walked down the hallway, and he looked

tar

R.



as if he were trying to overnear our conversation. in another schcci.

the custodian had left word with the office secretary that he was ex-

pectiniT a visitor and that I should be escorted to his office. Upon

arrivai., the secretary asked me Several times what business I had

with the custodian and wham I represented. -I told her that the mat-

ter was personal, but she continued to question me.

There is one final point I should make. Most of the custodians

I interviewed were "day men." The night workers seem to be a different

"breed" with different interests. They are not pat-Itilla_ly-.interest66----

in children, and have little Oontact_with children; teachers, nrincic-

els, Or parents. They do much of the heavy work that cannot be accom-

plished during the day when the school is crowded. Therefore, any

generalizations about custodians drawn from this study, probably do

not apply to night workers. In addition, the reader should be cau-

tious before extrapolating the results to day-time custodians in

. .

other areas ,of the country without considering regional differences

as well as the differences.in school systems. Most likely, however,

our findings about the career patterns, staff-relations, and poli-
.

tical activity of custodians are general in their application. This

is likely because the to*. status of custodians, their adaptations,

andproblems are universal.



PART II: CAREER I-- VERTICAL MOBILITY

Chapter 5: The Job and The Men

People tend to think of the custodian as a "broom - pusher,"

and a bum, someone with no marketable skills and a dubious moral

position.in the community. But, a glance at the formal duties re-

quired of custodians by school Systems reveals a wide range of

prescribed vocational skills and personal attributes. The Civil

Service Examination requires that Bay City public school custody

fans demonstrate:

knowledge of the proper display of the-flag of the
United States of Ameri4a; ability to maintain har-
monious working relationships; neat appearance;
good moral character.

4

Much of the work involves maintenance and operation of hand-fired

"'or oil-fired heating systems (gravity indirect, forced indirect,

or direct) ilicluding such work.as:

starting and. keeping of fires under control for the
keeping of rooms at required temperatures; the
cleaning of boiler tubes, fires and ashpit; the
daily testing'of the safety valve; the daily blow-
ing down of the boiler and the checking of the gauge
glass and water column; the checking of the valves
controlling steam and taking necessary precautions
for preventing heisting system coils, valves and
pipes from freezing, involving the use of slice bar,
fire hoe, devil's claw, tube scraper and wire brush.

Keeping the school! clean in Ives a certain degree of expert
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knowledge on the custcidiants part. He needs:

knowledge of the methods, materials, tools and equip-
ment used in building custodial work, including a
knowledge of waxes, polishes, detergents and other,
cleaners and, their proper use on various surfaces;
knowledge of the composition and characteristics of
the various kinds'of floors to be cleaned in school
buildings, such as, wood, linoleum, concrete, marble,
ceramic tile, magnesite, asphalt, rubber tile, cork
tile, terrazzo, travertine; walls, such as marble,
tile plaster, brick, Plywood, painted burlap. .

The custodian knows how to do minor repair work and preventive main-
,

tenance. He can service and care for:

desks, doorchecks, window shades, bubblers and .

fliishometers, blown fuses, and burnt out aamps,
vacuum cleaners, floor machines, floor brushes,
ventilating equipment, plumbing, heating.and elec-
trical fixtures.

In addition, the custodian must know fire and accident Prevention

procedures and equipment, including the operation and card of the

various kinds of hand extinguishers.

He must also be familiar with such devices as:

boilers, thermostats, controls, steam traps, damper
regulators; one pipe, two pipe, gravity, vacuum, and
gravity indirect steam heating systems; fans, unit
ventillatcw:.

He is also a gardener, responsible for:

the care and maintenance of grounds, of the build-
ings, such as the trimming of shrubbery and lawns,
the watering of plants and lawns, and the removal

0
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of snow from walks and paths, requiring the use cf
hand and power lawn mowers, hedge clippers, grass
whips, snow shovels, ice irons and mechanical plows.

To be eligible for a job as a school custodian, a man must

pass :s civil service examination% The applicant,is then put on an

appointment list. When there is an opening in'one of the schools,

he is given the position of junior custodian at the lowest pay step.

There are 21i0 junior custodians in the Bay City schools. The am-

bitious junior may take another examination for promotion to one

of the )414 positions of permanent intermittent senior (P.1.). When

a senior opening occurs, he is appointed to one of the 193 positions

of senior custodian. Four supervisory pOsitionsop(Lassistants to

the chief school house custodiari) and the position of chief school

house custodian are also attainable by civil service examination;

however, the senior custodian has little chance of promotion since,

he must wait for one of the five men to.retire, re&rdless of his

score on the civil service examination.

The lowest pay is for civil service grade 17, and the highest

grade a senior custodian can reach, is grade 27, which pays a maximum

salary of $199 a week, The chief school house custodian draws an

annual salary of $17,000.

The Civil Service Commission administers the examination in

"a fair and impartial manner. Anyone who takes the test has a right

to examine his paper after it is graded and to dispute the score.



Many custodians believe that a lucky applicant Can cuess ::any

answers to the multiple choice questions. At one time, the test con-
.

sisted of fill-in type questions and guessing was quite hazardous.

The examination covers those skills in the job description

presented above, One obstacle to preparing for-the examination is

the-problem of "standardization of treatments." Not all custodial

textbooks and manuals agree on the proper treatments and repairs.

For example, a U. S. Army manual states that abrasives_should to

used as the uireatment"_to polish brass; the manual published ty the

U. S. Navy disagrees. In addition, often the proper treatment, de-

pends on the location of the school; cleaning agents which are ap-

propriate for schools near the shore may not be used in inland

schools, due to different climatic conditions. The Civil Service

Commission is flexible abdut the standardization of treatments. If

a custodian can prove to their satisfaction that his answer to a

question agrees with that of a "recognized" authority or "recognized"

manual, they will give him credit for it.

Several universities, Nebraska and Michigan, for example, give

home study courses to prepare custodians for Civil Service examinations.

The examination preparation developed by the Bay State Education De-

partment combines classroom and correspondence instruction. One cus-

todian, however, attended a three-week seminar at Columbia University

Teachers College at his own expense in order to improve his skills.

Some men use other methods to prepare for the examinations.
.
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One course is given by a moonlighting ass`: tans princf.;

to an informant:

He rents American Legion hails and gives sevoral,
civil service courses. One week he gives a cus
todial course, then another week -hell]. give a
course for the Registry /f motor vehicles7. They
are probably not too good. He has an "in" with
the civil service and he has past questions and
answers. He charges for the course, but rumor
has it that this may be his last year of opera tic::.

Local trade schools offer courses which are not geared tc the Civil

Service, Examination, but after a comprehensive course in stear en-

gineering, the applicant needs to learn only the building codes and

a few other details to pass the custodians examination. Finally,

some custodians haVe formed study groups among themselves, and they

are reputed to be effective.

The test, however, is only one criterion for appointment as

a custodian. A "good moral character" is also necessary. A cus-

todian points out:

The Civil Service is more particular about custodians
than they are about policemen, firemen and even teach-
ers. We get a pojice check even more thorough than
policemen get because 'we are around children and wo-
men teachers.

One final requirement--which is now optional--must be men-

tioned: that is the "license." Years ago, although the law did not

'requirelicenses to attend low pressure boilers, the school board did.
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A3though this requireMint has now been eliminated, a-ets-.'Ddian nates:

But some old timers have licenses as low pi'essure
boiler operators and as firemen and oilers. Today
the younger men say, why get them if you don't need
th&?

The "old-timers" feel that their licenses are a measure of their'com-

petence, and they are very proud of them. There are, however, five

schools among the approximately 200 in the Bay City system that do

require special licenses because of unusual equipment. For exam,-,le,

equipment in the Bay City Trade School requires an operator with a

second class engineer's license. Therefore, the custodian 'holding

one of these licenses can pass someone higher on the seniority list

to bid for one of these five schools. The process of "bidding" or

placing one's name on a list from which men are chosen to fill va-

cancies in a particular school, is explained below.

There are two main "feeder" patterns into the occupation of

school custodian: one characterizes the career movement of the older

seniors and the other describes the careers of the younger juniors.

Most of the older men have spent the majority of their work-

ing careers as school Custodians. When they were in high school,

they were employed on a part-time basis as contract labor by their

school custodian in order to-supplement family income. More often

than not, they were employed by a close relative, such as an uncle

or father. Some typical careers of the older men are described below:
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I never anything else. I started as a kid work-
ing for my uncle who was a school custodian.

As a kid I helped the custodian sweep the schocil
yard for, a buck 'a Meek. When I was twelve I was mak=
ing three dollars a week and after high school I
worked full-time for a school custodian.

I began at eight or nine gears 0107 by helping a

janitor. I then became a custodian after I graduated
high school. My father was in it for forty-three
years and I worked for him as a helper.

A few of the senior custodians did work at other jobs before

they became custodians, but typically they entered the occupation

after only a short..period of other kinds of employment. They were

mo ivated by "stories" about the high pay of custodians:

After high school I worked on a truck. A friend of
my father told me that custodians make more money than
truck helpers and'so I became a custodian.

I worked in a wood finishing place that made school
furniture. People would come in and say how the jani-
tor made a lot of money. That's how I heard about the
jot.

I worked in a grocery store as a clerk across the
street from the Bunker Hill school. I got friendly
with the school janitor. I heard that it was one of
the best jobs there was. At-that time the job had
prestige--the custodians made more money than police
and firemen. I remember the Major at the time saying
that the city glue collar] workers were the aristo-
crats of the working class. I took the physical for
the job in my military uniform and I think that it
helped me pass.

While the seniors mention salary as their initial interest in

the job, they also note three other factors: desire to be around



children, interest in maintenance work, and the need to be one's

"own boss." These three factors motivated the older men to stay

on the job, especially since World War II when the contract system

erlanged over to Civil Service and the"salaries of custodians de-

.

clinedrelative to those of other city employees. The salience of

these needs is !xpressed below:

One advantage of the job is that you can arrange your
work to your own desires. You can do what you want
when you want, and there's no one breathing down your
neck. There's no pressure, if you want to sit down
for a smoke it's O.K. For exampleT You are sup-
posed to come in'at 7:30 in the morning and sweep the
lots with all the teacher's cars in them. So I come
in before seven when they are empty and sweep because
it's a lot easier to clean. I go home a half hour
early.

One reason I like the job is because I'm interested
in maintenance work. I like fixing things.

It is really important to like kids and,put up.with
them. You treat them like they were your own and like
you would want others to treat your kids. We have a
responsibility to these kids: -to protect them. When I
was in an elementary school if a kid throws up or gets
"messed up" you help the, teacher clean him because
you would appreciate it if others did this for your
kid. Once I evacuated 'the Girls Trade School when a
gas stove blew up. You've got to like kids to stay
on this job.,

The career patterns, motivation for taking the job and for

staying on the job are different for the younger, junior custodians.

Typically, they entered the occupation late in their working. careers,

being anywhere from 38 to 50 years old when starting to work for the
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school department. They have had a wide range of jcbs before be-

coming custodians, many in the highly paid defense andconstruction

industriep. The main reason that they have left higher paying jobs

to become custodians is "security." The younger men,mention this

again and again. They express little interest in children, main-

tenance work, or being their "own boss." The best that they have to
30,

say about custodial work is that it does not include the pressuts

of the assembly line r the strenuousness of heavy industry. The

"statements below by young, j nior custodians illUstrate their career

-/

patterns:

.

I heard from friends that the job was steady with no.
lay-offs. I left the Navy Yard when it closed: There
was too much pressure there. I heard that thecus-
todians took it easy and didn't work too hard.""'

I was making twice what I am making now in an elec-
tronics plant. But therewas no security and no pen-
sion. We were always being laid off. I saw hard
Mmes coming and Iwanted a steady job even if I did
make less.

I was a mechanic. In 191,8 I decided that I wanted
security so I became a custodian.. I heard about the
,job from a friend.

I was a plumber's helper and my brother worked Or,
the schools. It looked like a good job and it had
security. The pension looked good and,it had vacation
and sick pay. The advantages outweighed the disad-
vantages.

I was in construction prtaviously. This was hard work
and I wasn't getting any younger. My brother was a
custodian and so I decided to try it.

I startd late and there isn't much of a pension. But
it's better than nothing. With this and my social

QM,
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security I can suylve. I'd recommer4 the r..

friends if they didn't have a trade or a je: they
were interested in or 'if they had no particu:Ir
-plans.

There is little turnover in the By City Schcol Custodial De-
-

partment. The chief custodian estimates that only ten or twelve MC:r.

enter or .i..?.ave his department each year. Some men leave because thcy

have to wait too long for the "goodTjobs to open up, i..e.,the

.senior pUsitions in high school. Others leave hecause they do not

like the "image" of the job and are ashamed of being a custodian.

Some leave for other city Civil Service jobs such as building an('

--"---beiler ihapeotors. For example, ore custodian pointed- out:

'A custodian can enter the service and engineering
department. If he was a Plumber llefore he became
-custodianr, he already knows this trade. Then all
he 4as to do is learn the building codes and some
other things and he can get this job.

While some custodians resign ford other city jobs, fell city workers

'transfer to the custodial ,department. One reason that some people

want to--at least temporarily--join the custodial departnentlis to"

r
."use the job." Thetorper president of the Custodian's Assoc4ation

had this to say about such men:

Some men us'e the job to study or qualify for Other
jobs. Some become lawyers, real estate brokers, reno-
vators, boiler inspectors, work for the registry gf
motor vehicles], teachers'and policemen -- almost every-t_
thing you can imagine. Some leave for more money and'
some leave.for more freedom. /freedom?] They don't
like being cooped up in, the same building all day. long.

.

4

c.

r



Several men worked their way through college and law school

.

on the job. Not all of them, however, left after graduation. There

are five men with college degrees Working as custodians and super-
.

visors who intend, 'IA, 'stay with,the'job." They insist that they

enjoy their work; same Ithve invested so many years toward their

pensions that they have moret6 gain than to lose by staying on

the job. .This researcher was startled by the sophistication of

some of these men .4 It is not unusual to finea copy of the New

York Times lying on their desks along with several "best-selling"

4 books.' One custodian, who goes to the opera regularly, eamfortaUy

initiated conversation on the following subjects: The Moynihan

Report, ethnically homogenous areas and their effebti on neighbor-

,

good schools, race relations, the professionalization of teachers,

and differences in the child rearing practices between Chinese-
.

American and Negro famiheS. Another custodian lectures regularly

at the Henry George School of Economics! And finally, one cus-

. todian Nho did not attend college was a semifinalist foi. a year long

fellowship at-trie Harvard Business School. He lost out to a By

City fireman!

O
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CARER IIHORIZONTAL MOBILITY Or STAFF RELATIONS

66od Schools and Bad Schools

ve sedn'that there is only insignificant attrition of
. ,

ron the custodial department. Fewer than fifteen men

i.partMent each year for other Civir.Service positions

)rIvate'induStry. Only'once in recent'years,has a man.

rt, ,p-artment for a non-Civil Service government position,

-

a oatronage

.

is, however, great movement of- men within the custodial

men'who have difficulty getting along with co-
,

arr.undll frun school 'to school. Other men have found

vixsonment and remain in a school for several years.

We . Movement 'within the school system as horizontal

mobi
.

kans may "bid' or ask flr a position at any school in

0

a vacancy for custodian: Those who have been in the

St, Ic-T's flf yars have preference. There is no legal basis for

t rxr seniority, but the unwritten rules would probably

They were instituted at the insistence of the

r ':ause of favoritism that previously governed .school

also ;:s an informal merit system which operates

:Ile forma! bidding for positions. One- custodian des-

'es

.0

err. as -fol;ows:
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.

here i s a kind of merit system. Suppose a custodian

is a nut or :ust no good at his,job. Suppose he ap-

,plies for a.job which is jilt too much for him. fIn
what way?7 The job may need a man with a real-good -

,,knOwledge of ventilating systems, .914 thiiInan may

not know anything about them. So the custodians police

each other. Another custodian who knows the.job and

the man many tell him: "You don't really want to go

there." He try to sweettalk him out of it.
but suppose the -ian insists on bidding for the job,
and he gets It?7 Well, he wouldn't last too long, He

would probab-ibe. bidding off in about six weeks be-

, cause he would see himself that he couldn't do the work.

The main reason that custodians bid for certain schools is "finan-

cial." the larger schools pay more money than the smaller sChoo:s, and

men working irf the high schools earn more than custodians in the ele-

mentary schools. A custodian can-therefore increase his salary sub-

.

. .
.

stantially by bidding successfully for a large high vhool. There

are, however, only about fourteen high schools out of -a ,tdtal of 200

schools ir. the system, and so the chances of getting to a high school
.

..

are remote.

Custodians-will also bid for schools which involve less work

P

at their present salary. For example, one custodian I spoke with bid

off a school that had sixteen rooms and paid $129 a week and accepted

a ?osition at another school that had-ten rooms and paid the same -

salary. In t rms of workload, custodians avoid schoolg with large

.basements, because they are difficult to keep clean. Schools that

are heated by coal are avoided because "no one wants to shovel it."

I her met men who have been in the system for twenty-five years and

have never seen a.coal fire. Th-ough-careful bidding,; they, have
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avoided the (approximately) 100 schools which stir: us:e czal.

is in fact easier for juniors than seniors 'to re selectiv.t, in thetr

bidding: since there are riot many openings for seniors, "you have

to take what you can get."

Some custodians bid for'Schools closer to their homes. "Others

try to avoid girls'' schools for two reasons. First, as we discuss

in detail later, there is the potential for embarassing situations

in girls' schools such as accidental entrance into locker rooms.

Secondly, girls are unable to help the custodian with his work. In .

a boys' school, a custodian can always ask one of the students to -

help him move a piece of furniture or carry heavy teaching materials

from one part of the building to another. Most custodians bid in

tech a way that they avoid schools tha;t, are racially explosive.

Theydo not want to work in schools where there are large numbers

of Negro and white students beCause of the possibility of violence.

A.:1-Negro schools are also eschewed, but less often than integrated

scho-)ls.

Three other motiv-is for horizontal mobility, discussed in
t

greater ttail below, are vandalism,- interpersonal problems with

teachers and principals, and personal conflicts between the cus-

todians themselves. To a lesser extent, dissatisfaction with the

people in the neighborhood also causeemovement; this is discussed

'in a later section dealing with the custodian and the neighborhood.
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Chapter 7: Seniors Versus Juniors

Men bid off schools not only because they cannot "get alone

with the teachei-s and principal, but also becauSe ,they have inter-

personal problems with the other members of the custodial staff.

Some seniors cannot "get along" with their junior cc-workers, and

Nth may have problems with the custodial department supervisors.

Most of the men believe that the chief schoolhouse custodian

is neither loyal to the custodians nor sympathetic to their.prob-

lems, but owes allegiance to the man who appointed him. Mr. McC

was appointed chief schoolhouse custodian before that office be-

came a Civil Service position. when the Civil Service rules were

.inaugurated, Mr. McC took the examination and scored higher than

four competitors; he was reappointed. He readily admits that his

first loyalty is to the man who recommended him for chief school-

house custodian. The men are aware that his interests lie outside

the department. One said:

McCaffrey doesn't fight for the men and their rights
with the school board . /For example ?7 He won't fight
for vacuum cleaners to remove soot from the coal shutes
and bins.

Of course, it would do a custodian little good to bid off a

school if he does not like the chief. But he can bid off a school

to avoid one of the four custodial supervisors. The custodians



believe that two of the supervisors are either jealous of custo-

dians or feel superior to them, and this accounts for the majority

of interpersonal problemS between the two groups. The following

comments illustrate the themes of perceived jealousy and superior-

ity:

If you play up to the supervisor you can take a long
lunch hour, and if the building is presentable he won't
complain if you leave a little early at. night. Lately
they have been pressing us'because they think we earn
too much money and they want to keep us here till the
last minute.

When these supervisors were custodians they were light-
weights. Now they're high and mighty. They are jeal-
ous of the fiveand ten dollar raises we have been
getting each of the last three or four years.

A sign fell off the front of my building last week,
and it s been down since then. To show he was a big
man, he [the supervisor] said that I wasn't worth
twenty cents in front of the other men. He should.
have told me on the side.

Some senior custodians have interpersonal problems with their

juniors and vice versa. If these problems become too intense or

erupt too' frequently, one of the combatants will bid off the school.

The following statements illustrate problematic situations from the

perspective o iors:

If we have a problem with the principal, sure the
senior can't do much about it. But if he is a good
senior, he will speak up for you. But some seniors
won't do this and they are strictly out for them-.
selves.



Sometimes a senior is an eager beaver and he works
the tails off his junior ren so that he can get al:
the credit. He.wants to,be a big shot in the eyes
of the teachers and principal.

Some seniors are,t4d. what way?7 They won't
chip in on the work. They leave it all for the jun-
iors to do.

The seniors get more money depending on the size of
the building and we just get the same no matter where
we are. We do all the work, so why shouldn't we get
what -they get?

While the juniors think of the shortcomings of their relation-

ships with seniors in terms-of social support, salary differential,

and work recognition, the seniors are mainly concerned with "getting

the job done." Seniors are irritated by anything or anybody who

interferes with getting the job done--and those obstacles are likely

tb be juniors, as the following seniors illustrate:

The trouble with these juniors is that they are only
thinking of today--they forget the past. They be-
grudge us for making more money than them. But they
forget that some of us have worked for forty years
to get where we are today.

Some juniors don't want to study. They want to move
up but they don't want to learn anything to do it.
If they learn something they figure we might ask them
to do something extra to help get the job done. Some
of these men are scared of-any Mechanical device that
runs. /-What do you mean by that?7 Oh you know,
they are afraid of anything mechanical, anything that
has parts that move', like big fan and oil burners.
They don't want to go near thesetihings, and it is
hard for us to teach them about them.

You want to avoid certain high schools. Some have
five or six juniors and there is dissension. /-Like
what?7 Some want to get away from the school, or
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some may be goldbricking or have a drinking prot-
lem. /-So what if they drink a little?7 Then they
can't work right.

Some juniors are lazy. If you lean on them a little
or push them'they will bid off.

. Seniors try to prevent "good" juniors, (those who "get the

job done") from bidding off their schools. Sometimes the senior

will try to keep the man by sharing his own overtime with him. But

if the senior is "too" nice and raises the junior's aspirations, he

may lose him anyway:

If you get a good junior and favor him too much xou
can lose him. If he passes the test ffor senior7 he
becomes a P.I. /*permanent intermittantseniorT and
as soon as he becomes a P.I., he has to leave you.
/Nhy?7 Right now the, seniors Lenior positions] are
frozen, so he would probably be transferred to one
of the night crews and wait six or seven years till
there is an opening for a. senior.

Seniors also avoid schools with inexperienced or understaffed

crews. The schools in the inner city suffer from both of these

.problems. In addition, excessive vandrlism at these schools also

causes men to bid off, and they are either replaced by inexperienced

men or not replaced at all. Such crews require more supervision and

help from the senior than full and experienced crews. Therefore, they
Afe ,

are avoided. Three seniors describe this avoidance and their motives:

I stay away from schools with inexperienced crews. A ,

good school is a school that has steady help with men
that aren't taken away. I had only five weeks with a
full crew and this means that the - senior has to do all
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the ext.a work to cover up without compensation. If

a school is in a good location, you can keep your
help because-the men won't bid off.

Many big buildings are understaffed and you can't
get enough help. Especially in Roxbury fa predom-
inantly Negro neighborhood] because people bid out
of these schools. If a man isn't replaced this means
more work for everyone and, this is bad for morale.

Our biggest problem is lack of help when people are
out sick. Some men use any excuse to stay out, and
if two men are out, there may be only the senior left
to do all the work.

There therefore, a great 'deal of movement.between scho)ls

.by custodians. Seniors try to "get away from" inexpekenced and n-

dermanned work crews; juniors leave seniors who expect them to work

harder than they are accustomed to work; and both seniors and jun-

iors avoid thetwo infamous supervisors. Both juniors and seniors

bid off schools that are racially explosive and are characterized

by excessive vandalism. They also flee teachers and principals who

make too many demands on them and with whoM they cannot get along:

These issues will be explored more fully in the following chapters.
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Chapter 8: "We Get No Respect" -4

Rodney Dangerfield, a popular comedian, centers his-act on

the preMise that "He gets no respect." This same complaint is heard

often from the Bay City custodians. They believe that their im-
.

portant contributions merit recognition by the citizens of the com-

munity as well as by public officials. After all, explains one

custodian:

We are the policemen in the schools- -we keep outsiders
out and protect the children. We are firemen. ,14e are
doctors. We are gardeners. We are plumbers.. We are
guidance counselors. We do everything and anything in
the schools, and we don't get any respect, from the
kids, teaChexs, parents, or anyone. This makes me very
unhappy because most of the seniors are fine men. You
couldn't find any better men in.Bay City.

Another states:

The non-academic group.is a nasty word. They think
that they don't need us, that we area bunch of ig-
norant bums. This is an insult. We should,change
our title to superintendent of maintenance and care.
Then maybe we would get more respect around here.

Perhaps one cause of this is the "bad press" the custodians

have received over the years in the Bay City newspapers. Most cus-

todians believe that the local press not only singles them out for

special criticism, but also generally "picks on" all city employees:

They /the newspapers7 pick on all,city employees. You
have o go back to the days of Mayor. C to find a time.
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when they respected labor. Ever since then yowhave
the Chamber of Commerce saying that the city spends

too much in salaries for their workers.

Most of the custodians believe that the Bay City_uewspaper reporters

make a special effort to give them a. badAmage:

The papers, make the job look like a patronage plum.
Once when the school. committee said they were going to
hire more custodians, the Citizens League for Better
Sch9ols came out against it, because the papers made

it look like a giveaway.

The newspapers make the job really look like something.
They tell lies about us and about how much money we
make.. They make the job sound like something even a
superintendent of schools would envy. They do this to

sell papers.

In fact, school custodians occasionally "make" the New York Times,

twice in the 1960'4, for example, because of their impressive level

of compensation. Time Magazine in 1963 reported an amazing story

about the earnings of head custodian's in New York City. Under a

contract plan, the chief custodian at Bushwick High School earned

$53,000 in one year, $13,000 more than was paid to the New York

City Superintendent of Schools:

Most of the custodians, criticism centers around the Bay City

newspapers' implication that custOdians are "tremendously" overpaid

for "unskilled" workers who lack advanced degrees:

Si: years ago there was an article with the title "You
don't need a degree to earn twelve to fourteen thousand
dollars a year." They wrote about one custodian who had

a lot of overtime and who was in the highest paying
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school. They made people'think that. all custodians
were making this amount of money. The man wasreally
making about ten thdUsand dollars, with a salary of,
sixty-seven hundred plus about three thousand in
overtime. He was the highest paid custodian in the
system, and they said we were all making that much:
We asked them to print a retraction but they didn't.

The newspapers tell a bunch of lies about us. Once
they said that it costs the people of Bay City forty-
thousand dollars a year to put the flag up (in front
of each school]. They said the custodians come in on
weekends to do this and get paid overtime to do it
and this comes to forty-thousand a year. They raid
we were unpatriotic and should .do this for nothing.
Billy C, the chairman of the school board at that
time, stuck up for us. He said that we had to come
in on weekends to keep the boiler going and-so we
had to get overtime for this. This was when we put
the flag up--we weren't getting paid to come in just
to put the flag up.

Sure, the papers say that we are making more money
than teachers. But they don't say that we work fifty
houlA a week and on Saturdays and Rvmdays to get this
money. They don'tsay that we work fifty weeks a
year and that teachers get the summer,off. They don't
say that we come in early when it's cold to get the
heat going and then are sent' home if the school board
decides to callischool off. Why don't they say these
things?

A few excerpts from the Bay City newspaper feature editorial

sections illustrate the special attention given custodians. Although

we cannot validate the claim thit custodians earn "too much" money,

we can determine whether custodians earn as much as the news media

claims. Weturn to each of these issues in turn.

Excerpts from Article in the Bay .City Globe, 1967

'Title: "Janitor's Pay Questioned"
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Mayor CAordered a special fiVe-man-corlmittee
nesday to conduct-public hearingsinte-the salaries
paid school janitors and ether non-educati2onal per-
sonnel. t

The Bay City School Board asked last week to approve
a $59.2 million budget--an increase of $8,7 nillior
over last year.

Included in thal bUdget are $10 weekly increases,to.
500 janitors, giving senior custodians $1911 a week
salary or more than is earned by'many suburban
teachers. C also said custodians average $900 an-,
nually per man for overtime.

C stressed that the comthittee would concern itself
with non-educational items and would not touch upon
the recent pay raise granted to Bay City't teachers.

Excerpts from Article in the' Ba7 City Globe, 1959

Title, in headline form: :Sub Custodians Pay Highest in State"

Senior school custodians do better iri Bay-City than
anywhere in Bay State, making up to $7100 annually.
This is roughly $1000 above such communities as New-
ton,,Brookline, Wellesley. Framingham, Winchester anch
Lexington.

On teacher pay, the situation is ,reverse.

Bay City, once the edUcational Mecca of Bay State with
the best paid school syStem, boasts the best senior
custodians' pay schedule, but no longer the lead in
teachers' pay it once held. , 0

Despite the pay bulge which Bay City's senior school
custodians have over those in surrounding cities and
towns, the school board does not feel that they are
overpaid.

Excerpts from Editorial, BayCity Globe, 1967

"The School Budget"

With so much extra money needed for higher teacher
salaries, it is hardto see why the limited'school

.

S
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`resources should be dissipated on raises.

at this time.

...

Excerpts from Bay City' Traveler, 1962'
. . -

. .

Title: "SchoOl'danitois Lead Pay Raise. Fight"
0

Set in motion-when thefive-hember.Bay City School-
. Board last week authorized,a $142 million 1963 budget,

the fight for non-academic pay raises promises to be

a real donnybrook. . . . Leading the pack to cut up
the extra $5 million are the school janitors, who
are now just about the highest paid broom pushers in
the nation. . :

.

While the Mayor is not going out of his way to fight
With any faction of city workers, he in fact haS the
advantage rather than the school board because a lot
more voters will agreb,with.him-that the school jani-
tors happiness ls not worth a $3.30 increase in the
tax rate.

Excerpts from Editorial; Bay City Globe, 1959

r

.The fijures,on the relative salaries of teachers and
school custodians make Strange reading. In Bay City

a-teacher, even if he has a.doctorts.degree, can only
earn $6600, while a senior custodian receives $7151.

It is explained that teachers work only'nine monthi

of the year and custodiansall twelve.

That explanation will satisfy some; it would be more,
convincing if the custodian systeM provided a round-
the-,clock watch which made successful vandalism im-

possible.:

Two readers, however, approved of high custodial salaries;:

Letter to the Editor, Bay City Globe, 1959

To the Editor- -After reading your article in the
April 12 Globe relative to py increases for the
supervisors of attendance [truant officers? and
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_custodians, .e, as two charming old maids, -.feel that

no custodian or attendance officer in Bay City should
be allowed to remain single.

O

Let us first deal with the question of salary. The news-
,

paper articles lea6 one to believe that all custodians earn almost

.
$200 per week: 'i'careful reading, however, indicates that only the

seniors earn this much. In addition, less than one-half of the Bay

City custodians are seniors. But more impoitant, they overlook the

fact that only a few seniors earn the "top" salary. A senior in

.the highest pay grade, grade 27, with more than seven years-on the

Isb, earns a weeKlyAakary of $199. However, how many seniors are

ih the top gradds? Only about six or seven. For a better under -
Y.

standing of custodial salaries, let us examine how they are pom-
.

.puted.

For custodians, as for other.types of employees, salary in-

).
than the big highschools. Seniority not only influences,pay direct-

creases with seniority:. Salary is also determined, however, by

the size and the kind of school in which one works, i. e. by the
4

"amount" of work. The lower grades and smaller schools pay less
.

ly, it also illows men'to bib for the higher paying schools.

AbOut 75.percent qf the schools are in the lowest paying

categories, categories 17, 18, and £9. A senior with twelve year's

as.a Custodiah_would make $7500 ayear in grade 17 and $81400 a year

it grade:19. This is not:a salary xange extending from twelve to

fourteen thoudnd dollars per'year as the newspapers imply. For a
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h the highest pay of $199 per week on the highest step,

ire indeed. It takes more-than 25 years to work up to

,nd to accumulate the seniority which puts a man in

re are less than ten men in this position. The

Jicate that most men are at this level.

spares also emphasize the large compensation for over=

. le figures here cannot be correct judging by the tal5e-

I.

.he men. There are, of course, many opportunities. for

. cold weather the coal fires that heat more than haaf

ngs-must be kept burning Over the.weekends: This mans

iertime on Saturday and four hours on Sunday for about

.c,idest weeks of the winter. A basketball game at

-f.the schools gives the custodian about four hours

uilding with pbrtable classrooms gives the custodian

overtime for each classroom he 'cleans. And of course,

e actiyit such as the Parents and Teachers Associa-
-

and boy scout meetings mean that the school must be

extra cleaning activities must be performed, with re-

't'me fc'r the custodians.

-re are limits to the amount of overtime a man can

1 use 1Lits are overlooked-by the news media, In the

len share overtime. That is, if there are nighttime :-

r weeked work in.a particular school,-the members of

A. crew will, alternate bvertime assignments. Secondly,

Pp



the amourt of overtime depends on the kind of school; elementary

schools offer fewer opportunities to earn overtime than high schools.

Many of the senior nen in the high schools, who are,generally:older

and have grown )11) children prefer 'to give the overtime to the younger

_men, who are stronger and have more need for the money. The men who

earn the most money in overtime are therefore, the men with the lower

salaries. The salaries of fromaa to 14 thousand dollars a year that.

the newspaper articles mention are veil rare, indeed./ A man would

-have tol s a senior in the highest paying school, earning $10,CO0

a year and receive an additional e2OOO in overtime. 'I spoke with

the highest paid custodian in the system, a man with seniority in

-

the highest paying School in the system..:This man, in his best year

earned fifteen,hundred dollars in overtime. This was under extremely

unusual conditions where several members of:the night crew were out

sick for a long period of time. He believes that the newspaper re-

0-porters were writing
- about the supervisors who do earn fourteen

tof

thousand dollars a year; but as he points out, 'they are adminis-

trators and not custodians."

,Before we conclude that the newspapers are exaggerating the
4

'salary of custodians as a group,Fe should consider one further pos-

sibility. That is, that the identity of the high overtime schools

is a guarded secret, and therefore many custodians are unaware of

their more fortunate colleagues' overtime opportunities. Interviews

indicated that this.is not true., The high overtime schools were
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generally known to the custodians. In additioncustpdian often

visits a school before he olds fO1. it and can get a fairly clear

idea of the overtime available.

We conclude, therefore, thatIthile the top senior salary

is about $199 per week as the newspapers -suggest, this is earned

by less than ten men. In addition, overtime does not raise the

highest salaries appreciably because the highest paid custodians

avoid overtime. But even if they wanted overtime, there is simply

not enough available to bring even the highest salary to the $12,000

r ange. The rewspaoers are giving ac distorted picture of custodial

salaMes--and indeed, a distorted picture of the custodians them-

selves. The references to "broom pushers,!' "janitors," and non-
,

degree holders indicatethe strong negative feelings whi-1.- the

Bay City newspapers have reserved for the school custodians

Besides getting "no respect," another common complaint of

cust odians which is shared by thechief schoolhouse custodia is

.that architects rarely consult:them when planning new buildi gs.

Even plans for renovation of old schools seldom come to the t-

tention of the chief schoolhouse custodian "until everythi is

decided and planned." This probably results fromarchite.. Sow

regard for the opinions of anyone with the label "custodian" (even

the chief custodian).

There are, however, some valid reasons for archite( to

consult custodians. For example, according to the chief:
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We have problems with architects who are only inter-
ested in the outside of a Luilding. They don't care
about keeping down expenses when they put up a build-
ing, because they figure the taxpayers are paying for
it anyway. These buildings are designed for looks,
not usefulness. The architects feel they are too
good to tal' to custodians. If the bIlildings were
designed differently, we could save money =- because
they could be designed so that less men could service
it. The architects should talk to each and. every em-
ployee 1,1 the school.

Several custodians mentioned specific improvements that they have in

the past recommended or would recommend to builders and planners:

In our school there isn't a bell system to call the
custodian.

We could give them `architects] -good advice. They put
the incinerators down at the end of the hall. We could
save a lot of time if they were at the end closer to
our office.

One senior accidentally encountered an architect who was planning an

addition to his school. The custodian told the architect about two

streams flowing underneath the site, thus saving the city quite a

bit of money, I y preventing the laying of a foundation on unsuitable

ground.

Thema:;ority of the custodians mention only two other serious

problems: one concerning the work and the other, the children. The

first problem is that of snow removal. Since there is no organized

program for snow removal in the Bay City schools, each school must'

develop its own procedure. Again, the custodians "get no respect."

The school board does not think enough of custodians to give them a



snow removal program and modern equipment with which to work. The

custodians refer to the superiority of equipment used by custodians

in the suburbs:

They have fancy snow plows. They don't shovel there.
And they haw. fancy lawnmowers which they can sit on
and ride around. Why in some suburbs, the custodians
don't even have to take care of the lawns, the parks
departments do this.

Another very serious problem that almost every custodian men-
!

tioned was the fact that they must continually protect" themselves

from certain kinds of accusations by teachers and parents. Cus-

todians who are "nice" to the children are vulnerable to suspicion

of having "ulterior motives." Custodians fear being suspected of

homosexuality. Below, a custodian indicates that-he is aware of

this problem and tells hos he "protects" himself:

One time a teacher brought me this boy whose fly had
broken. I got my pliers and fixed it. But I made
sure she the teacher] stayed. I wouldn't fix it
if she wasn't there. You've got to 'protect yourself
or some people will think you're not right. /-What?7
You know, they think you have something for boys.

But the custodians are also morally "suspect" when they are around

girls. This is one reason why some custodians avoid girls' schools:

You have to be careful. /'WhyP7 There are all kinds
of embarrassing situations. Suppose you go into the
gym or locker room. Or suppose there is a flood in
the bathroom. You've got to protect yourself..L-How?7
You make sure that you are covered. You tell the
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principal or the gym teacher that you will be in a
certain place at a certain time: So if anything hap-
pens, you are covered.

of

Surely custodians whose morals are questioned by teachers and parents

"get no respect." They must, therefore, protect themselves accord-

ingly.

We conclude that the evidence indicates that custodians "get

no respect." People seem to hold the custodian in low esteem, if

actions are any indication 'Of feelings: newspapers which claim

that the custodians are overpaid use inflated figures as proof;

architects do not solicit custodians' opinions about matters affect-

ing them and their work; the school board does not think custodial

work important enough for modern equipment; and custodians are

morally "suspect" by teachers and parents.
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Chapter 9: Custodians, Students, Socialization, and Vancalism

The fact that custodians must meet certain "moral" require-

ments Jr standards .fob job reflects r cceptance of the idea

that custodians influence students. A socialization model is ap-
t

propriate and leads ys to ask: "How and'what do students learn

from custodians?"

In elementary schools, the custodian, who is one of the few

adult males in the 1)ui1ding, serves as a role model for the young

boys. One custodian describes how some teachers as:: students to

emulate him:

In an elementary school, everything is Miss this or
Miss that. 'But you are Mr. Jones. You are a big
%deal.- The little'kids look up to you and imitate.
you. A little boy asks you to tie his shoe, and he
looks up to you and saystthank.you like it's a big
deal. The teacher points to me and says to the
kids things like "Now don't you want to grow up and
be like Mr. Jones? He drinks his milk, so you should
too."

Since even in emergency situations elementary teachers cannot

leave their claSsrooms, the custodian is often called to assist if

there are "problems." For example, when a child breaks the zipper

on his pants, the custodian is often called in to fix it with his

pliers. Again, when a child gets sick or "messes himself," the

custodian helps clean him. He is sometimes asked to take a child

to the nurse's room, and if the nurse is not there, he will wash a
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bruise or quiet an excited child.

In situations such as these, it is easy for custodians to

befriend children and teach them how to act like adults. They tell

a child the difference between right and wrong, good and bad behavior.

They even punish students who misbehave: "Sure, I give them a good

kick in the ass when they get out of line once in a while." The

custodian can make a child feel like a man by treating him like one.

For example, some custodians give children "little jobs" to do.

This is not a means for the custodian to avoid work, because this

kind of help usually makes more work for the custodian than was

necessary before the child's help. One custodian asked a student

for help in order to coerce the child to accept gifts of food:

See, this .,kid was hungry. I could tell when he came
in in the morning. I used to bring him a cup of hot.
chocolate and some oatmeal in the morning. But he
felt that he didn't deserve the food, like it was
charity. So I pretended that he was working for it.
I gave him a little job and he helped me empty the
garbage. I also told him that he' was the boss of
the other kids and should keep them from breaking the
windows. So I treated him like a man and appealed to
his pride. He felt that the food wasn't charity, but
was for his work. You know, that was the only way -I
could get him to take the food. He made more work
for me because he always spilled the garbage, but I
had to let him help and you could see his pride.

I have come across many instances of custodians buying such things

as shoes, food, and school supplies for nor students. Often the

custodian is the only one a problem child will "listen to."
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Some of these poor kids are 1 rinwing themselves up.
They hOe no parents and no one to look after them
except an older brother or sister. They will listen
to the custodian and no one else. Once you'achieve
contact with a kid, once you get him to listen, he
(tan be helped. The custodian is sometimes the only
.one who can holdTthe kid's attention, and he will
Listen to the custodian and not to others.

Custodians talk to children in order to "straighten them out."

They'chastize them for "bad" behavior and instruct them in the cor-

rect way to act. Custodians, especially in the high schools, also

CooMSOOM
serve as vocational Below are two examples:

Sometimes you help a kid get a job. There was this
big amazon in our school who was a trouble maker.

I got him to straighten out by finding him part-time
jobs. /How Well, I know the guys who drive the
trucks for t contractors and suppliers_and I asked
around. I found a couple of part-time jobs for the
kid and he had spending money and stayed out of
trouble. I heard about an opening in an apprentice-
ship program and told him about it. He didn't even
know what an apprentice was, but after he graduated,
he went into the union as an apprentice.

Once I chased down a scholarship for a student. We
had a slum kid whc was in the honor society. I know
a guidance counselor at a pchool where I used to
work and I told him about this kid. I got them to-
gether--and wasn't for me they would have never
met--and the kid got a four-year scholarship to Har-
vard.

In some high schools the custodians are entrusted by the stu-

dents to "keep the peace." In these racially mixed schools there is

a chronic potential for violence. The custodian sometimes serves as

a middle man for the white and Negro students,.and maintains the
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"teace" in the following way:

I keep the school a neutral territory and both groups
/-whites and Negroes.] know that there is no fooling
around here. rHow do you keep it neutral?] I -Dn't
get involved in picking Sides and I apply ill my rules
equally. When am with the whites I don't talk
against the niggers, and when I'm with the niggers I
don't talk against the whites. I talk to both groups
and bring them together. The kids realize this and
they know In fair. So they don't cause any trouble
in the school.

This area is certainly an interesting one for further research.

''How do custodians socialize students? Do custodians socialize new

teachers? /"When a new teacher Comes in I give him the word about

the principal and certain teachers to watch out fop.."7 What areas-

of behavior'are involved and does the custodian serve as an example
O

for desired or undesired oehaviors? Does the custodian teal t4e.

child or teacher what to do or what not to do? Answers to these

questions would not only provide more information about what goes

cm in schools but would contribute to the development of socialize-

tion theory.

Custodians bid off schools that are subject to excessive

vandalism, either by the students or by outsiders. One custodian

called this their most serious problem:

The worst thing we are up against is vandalism. It's
hard to fight this. We can fight anything else,-but
this is definitely the worst part of our job.

It is a problem keeping custodians in ghetto schools which are
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plagued by vandalism. It takes about three years tc bid off these

schools. Vandalism is anathema to the custodian for three reasons.

First, it results in more work; if windows are broken, it is the
,

custodian who must sweep up-the glass. Break-ins often mean phone

calls from the police in the middle of the night. Secondly, attacks

are sometimes directed against the custodian's car or other personal

property. Thirdly, sometimes the custodian himself is attacked.
-

The "worst" schools, as measured by a high incidence of van-
s

dalism, are in.the predominantly Negro neighborhoods of the city;

however, schools in the white, Middle-class areas are :lot immune:

Roxbury ra predominantly.Negro area is the worst area
to work in. But even in my school Ewhite middle-class7
there are lots of broken windows, and we had three fires
last night.

Vandalism also depends to some extent on the level of the school.

There is little vandalism in elementary schools, more in junior high

schools and still more directed against the high schools.

Children who attend a particular school are often "rough" on

the school custodian. "If they don't like you they will break your

5chooi7 windows or take the air out of your tires." The damage

caused by "insiders," however, is usually minor, and can be cor-

rected by what, the custodians refer to as "proper discipline" by the

teachers. They believe that much of the destruction and "mess"

caused by children in and, around .the school could be prevented by
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more effective teacher supervision. Poor discipline leads to "re-

petition of -,ops":

The teachers are supposed to watch the kids. We clean
up and they mess up again. So we have to clean up all
over again. At one time I could have gone to Bay City
Tech for $1/4 more a week, but I wouldn't get any peace'
of mind there. There is no'diecipline:there. The stu.
dents are rough and the school is in a bad area.

Custodians complain that the teachers who are supposedto supervise

the lavatories often ere not at their posts. As a result, many acts

of vandalism are committed there:, Doors are often pulled off dm-

mode stalls; handles taken from the commode are used to stop up

the sinks and cause floods.
/.

The custodian must be a human relations expert to "ffandle

kids" and "get them on his good side" so they won't'try to- "make his

life, difficult" by destroying the school or his personal property.

A custodian relates his experiences below:

It is important to stay in with the kids because they
can screw you. They can break your 5chool7 windows so
you have to pick up glass. /-How do you stay in with
the kidsq By not associating withthem or getting
friendly with their- In the old days you could get
friendly with a kid and if he gave you a hard time_
you could kick hinl in the,ess and in two weeks he
could be back to help you. Now if you did this they
would set your building on fire. Some of these kids
will turn on you in a minute. One minute they are
friendly and the next minute they turn 'on yOU. If
you treat the kids good they will respect you. When
I was in the North End I had tough kids and I alWays
got along well with them. [How ?7 Well, you don't,
act wise. You can't order them off the grounds even
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if it hurts. If you see a kid tear ua lot cf pager
and drop it in the hallways, you don't order him
pick it up, y ou'just turn yotr head and pretend no-.
to see it. /-Does he know you have seen him and you
are pretending to ignore him?7 He knows you sa him.
If the Kids 'are against you they can make your .ife
niserable. They can flatten the tires on you car.

Or when it shoys1 they throw snow balls at you.

Most of the custodians believe that "outsiders," children and

adults who do not attend a particular Fhooll are responsible for

the majority if vandalism and acts of violence directed against

people in their schools:

The kids in my schbol are usually 0. K. It's the out-
siders who are. ough.

The night shift is rough. If one man is sick the/
other man won't work alone. Outqiders try to get in
and cause trouble. This trouble is caused by out-
siders'. This is a specialized rvocationalThigh
school and the kids have to take an entrance'exam.

'So the kids want to be here and don't .cause. too much
damage.

Outsiders are kept mit of the school not only during the even-

ing but also during the hours when school is in session. Every school

I visited was a veritable fortress with all its doors locked. In

order for a visitor to enter a building, he must ring a bell, and wait

for someone from the school's' administrative offide to admit him.'

In one school I caused a bit of a furor because I was discovered in

the hallway by the assistant principal after I entered the building

41,

without his knowledge; someone Jiihd left a side door open. The security,



therefore, is not: as tiet as it c.-A: d be. Students 'in many sch:C=

may be seen entering and, eaving blii.dings through broken windows
1 '

and doors with faulty locks. Custodians sometimes rtend their o`r-n

money if necessary for security purp)ses:

I can't get a chai>1 for the front door and I need sore
more locks. I Spent my own,money to thly a bar to put
across the front door. I:11'getre-imbursed in one way
or another; don't worry about that. I'll just overstate.
some .other items in.my budget. It's easier to put up
chains myself th.an to make trouble byisking downtown
for them.

.

-

One Custodian describes how children from other schools come to hi:

building to start trouble:

Kids from the /artin Luther? King school down tie
road come up hire /-to the turke school7. Theystart
breaking windows and they want to bother the girls.
They start.yelling in the windows and'then usually.

_ some kici opens one 'of the doors from the inside and
lets them' in .

.
.

. . _

Bel ow are listed some of the...t..blAp7'w,hat vandQ1F do in the schools

which are particularly,obnoxious to the Custodians:

i)'Destruction outside of the building such as broken
windows.bottlt:s in the yard, feces put on door
handles, etc.

2) Break-ins for thievery. Cffice machines and other-
...

equipment have been stolen. One ofthe more dar-
ing raidsoccurred recently when intruder::: walked
out of one technical high school with a machine
weighing two thousand pouniS.

3) Break-ins for -ecreational pUrposes. Often young-
sters who do not attend a school will break into
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at night to Clay basketball. Here
custodian must be a 'public relations

remove .-,he children without "caus-
..1..:c..IL As. one explains, PYou have to sweet-

.nto leaving. You say something like
:ed-if you don't leave.' Then when I'm

n at night I see thilm enter again..
7!uch you can do."

igreri de6truction. This inclvdes'setting
tvar..ng up books, and the like..

to attack people.

:ast ite-i deserves special'attention., Many custodians

n-iv.1--:(4::mf: the victims of personal attacks in recent years, and this

n7-s und)utt:edlyscaused some of them_ quit their jobs.- One cus-

_odf.an who.hac7.7.yrspent sever hundred dollars for new-bridge

work WriS punched in the mouth and-his-new dental work was ruined.

:n thelast'fe-4 months there has also been a shooting. Last year's

president .47 the custodian's association asked that custodians be

,rmed or at least given rare protection. 'There is, of course, co-

cperat.on.from the police but this is not sufficient. The seriousness

of tni.; si-.uation is indicated by the fact that bureaucratic pro -

ea have been ostaLlAshed for reporting assaults on custodians.

, Some of tne violence resits from civil disturbances or race riots.

:ne new contract between the school Loard and the custodians has a

civil disturbance clause, and custodians are now permitted to leave

the building if they are in imminent physical danger.

It is difficult for custodians to protect themselves, both

p Y.ysicaiiy and legally. One custodian was observed putting up no



'trespassing signs in his school yard, which announced that the yard

waS close] during the evening. Inis sign was actually for the bene-

fit of the police, not potential trespassers. With the sign in

place, 'the police culla then legally move against people for tre-

passing.

, One irate member of the community entered a school to attack

its staff for ''putting germs into the children" when they were in-

ncculated against polio. He attacked a custodian who finally man-
.

aged to pin the'intruder to the ground. It took the custodian's

co-workers 16 minutes to locate a police officer. The policeman

came and asked the custodian if he wanted to press charges. The

custodian, n.At wanting to cause further trouble, asked the police-

man to release the culprit. Two days later, the attacker filed

assault charges against the custodian for pinning him to the ground!

These incidents illustrate that it is difficult for the cus-

todian to give himself legal protection. It is also difficult for

the custodian to protect himself from physical violence. His adver-

saries are often clever and well trained. A ,custodian recently

found some militants instructing children in the manufacture of

Molotov cocktails in the school yard. Train1.ng also is revealed

in the skill shown in certain acts of vandalism. For example, some

intruders recently flooded the basement of a school. The vandals

opened the hot water rather than the cold water pipe although the,

two pipes were side by side,'unlabeled and identical. The scalding

water on the basement floor prevented anyone from getting near enough
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to fix.it. If they had flooded the basement with ca=d water, it

wbuld hav) been an easy matter to fix the pipe. .0ther attackers
s

and vandals display'surprising knowledge of the schools they enter.

They climb through ventilating systems as thoUgh they had maps,

use master keys to open locks, and. so on. It is very diff:::.11t fpr

the custodian to protect himself under these; circumstances.



Chapter 10: The Custodians Versus the Academic Side f he School
House

Teachers and administrators (primarily principals) comprise

the academic. side of the schoolhouse. The quality of the interper-

sonal relations between custodians and, representatives of the aca-

demic house affects the horizontal mobility of the custodians. If

the academic side of the house is- "bad," custodians will bid off

or avoid the school. If the academic side of the house is "good,"

the custodians will bid for the school. .The -question to be ans-

wered in this section is, then, "What makes some teachers and

principals 'better' than others from the perspective of the cus-

todian?" The answer, as pointed out above, depends upon-the in-

terpersonal relationships between the two sides of the school

house: academic and non-acadfamic. We begin with a discussion of

principal-custodian relations and then focus on teacher-custodian

nelations.

The custodians emphasize the importance of "getting alone"

with the principal:

The principal is not our supervisor, but it is impor-
tant to get along with him. He can pester you to death
otherwisn.

The principal is important. He makes the job if you
and he work together. /-How can you get on his good
side?7 For example, if a door is broken and you
requisition a new door or lock it may take a long time
to get a new one. So you fix it yourself and the
principal appreciates this.
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Custodians speak more often of principals who are "no good,"

than of cases who are "good." They claim to know throuel""the grape-

vine" who the bad ones are and thus whom to avoid. Sometimes, how-

ever, this information proves to be incorrect. This is because

"goodness" or "badness" is not always an attribute of the principal

himself, but ip often a function of the congruence of the person-

alities of the custodian and the principal. One custodian offers

an example:

Once I bid a school because it paid more money. The
custodians told me that I would be sorry because the
principal was a woman'and she was tough when it came
to cleaning and was hard _to get along with. Well, I
got the bid and stayed with her for eight years. She
treated me excellently and we got along well. So it
depends on the individual.to a great extent.

Sometimes the custodian will "put up" with a problem prin-

cipal, "humor him along," and not leave the school.

Some principals are just no good. We have one here
who is crazy abous, keeping the yard clean. He has
me and my men out there sweeping it twenty times a
day, but we do this and.it keeps him happy, so we
have no other problems with him.

However, sometimes more serious problems arise between a custodian

and a principal, problems with which a custodian cannot "put up."

For example, a principal may ask the custodian to do something that

is technically illegal. The custodian who wants to protect his

job will refilse and inform his supervisor.- This adds considerable
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friction to the relat.:nshiP. One incident is cited below:

One principal asked me to put some chairs up in the
hallway so he could set up a class there. I said I
wouldnit do it, because I know the building laws and
this illegal. The principal got real mad, and said
that no janitor could tell him what to do. He had
the chairs put there anyway, but I was covered.
went to the supervisor and told him what happened. I

got the hell away from-that school as fast as I could.

In most of these serious conflicts with the principal, the custodian

bids off a school. He could complain to his supervisors,or to the

head schoolhouse custodian, but this'is rarely done. As one cus-

todian said:

You just can't accuse a principal of something. Sup-

pose the guy's a nut case. It's very hard to prove

this.. It doesn't pay for a custodian to fight with
&principal. You just say to hell with it and move
out.

A principal is a "nut" .fir "bad" if he does not know how to'handle

people. In the case below, a principal lowered the morale of a

school to the point where he could not hold teachers or custodians:

The main area of conflict is fairness indiscipline.
We had this principal who encouraged cliques and he
got the different groups in the buildings at swords
point. It got so bad that the second floor teachers
didn't talk to the first floor teachers, and he en-
courazed this by not"being impartial. ['What do you
meanf7 Well, when he made rules, they didn't apply
to everyone. He said that some people can do one .

thing and that some others couldn't. Before some-

thing like"this gets to involve the custodians it
usually has ripped through the academic side of the
house.
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Many of the problems between teachers and custodians are also

interpersonal in nature; that is, they are the kind of conflicts

that could be resolved by a human relations expert. Teachers in

some schools are "better" than teachers in other schools. There

are four main, areas of friction between teachers and custodians:

(1) The teachers' low evaluation of the custodian as a person;

(2) the different role definitions of the custodian hc d by the

teacher and the custodian; (3) the function of the custodian as a

"middle man" who remains neutral in disputes between different

cliques of teachers; and, (4) the teachers' belief that custodians
r

make too much money for people in their "station in life."

Custodians react to teacher hostility in four ways: (1) They

leave the school by bidding off if the teachers there are partic-

ularly "bad "; (2) They "train" the teachers not to pester them;

(3) They hide and make themselves inconspicuous--teachers then

cannot find the custodian and cannot annoy him; and.(4) Custodians

respond to teacher hostility by simply ignoring teacher requests.

Before we begin detailed consideration of teacher-custodiin

relations, we should emphasize that the relations between teachers

and custodians in the Bay City Public Schools are not characterized

by as much stress as the analysis below may indicate. In three

schools, I observed teachers and custodians playing poker, smoking,

and "shooting the breeze" in the basement. ReJations were cordial,

and they all seemed tb be having "a good time." furthermore,



custodians often do favors for teachers. I noticed a custodian

bringing toffee and donuts for teachers from a luncheonette near

the school. Especially in elementary schools where teachers do not

hdve free periods, the custodian is important; he makes coffee for

the teachers who cannot leave their rooms. Teachers appreciate the

custodian's. help and reciprocate by not "pestering" him.

Many teachers, however, bear a certain degree of hoscility

toward custodians. Some of this may be traced to the past when-the

school budget was allocated according to the "surplus" principle.

Years ago, teachers' salaries were allocated on a priority basis

in the school budget. Whatever money was left over was then a]-

located to the non-academic side of the house. The teachers and

custodians competed with each other for the available money. As

one custodian pointed out:

Some teachers felt that any money we were taking, we
were taking from them. But now we have collective
bargaining, and each group asks for what it wants and
it doesn't consider the other group.

Many custodians believe that teachers are envious of their

salaries. Again, some of this envy mayhave its origin in the past

when the custodians worked on the contract system and were better

paid than teachers. Under a contract system, a custodian is paid a

large sum of money, which he, spends` to buy cleaning' supplies, coal,

and to pay the salaries of helpers. Money "left over" or not
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allocated by the custodian was kept as compensation. Teachers,

according to custodians, forget tnat the contract system ended

twenty years ago. in addition, some of the.financial envy of

teachers is contemporary in origin. The issue is not whether the

custodians earn "too much" or "too little" money, but that they re-'

ceive a salary which is comparable to that of people with degrees,

i. e., to that of teachers. One custodian analyzed the problem

this way:

It really bugs the teachers. They can't see us get-
ting pay increases because they are jealous. They
think that just because they had to get a degree and
we didn't, we should get a lot less money than them.
Many of us had tostudy to get engineer's licenses,
but they don't figure this as a degree. And they are
always comparing themselveS to us when they want a
raise. But then they say they are better than us be-
cause we are labor. If they really are better than
us, how come they compare themselves to us?

According to most of the custodians interviewed, teachers believe

that they are "better" than custodians. Teachers indicate their

derisiveness toward them by calling them "janitors," a term which

irritates the custodians. But custodians also sense the job-

related insecurity of many of these teachers who had their origins

in the lower middle class as tie following quotation demonstrate.s:

Some teachers feel that .he custodian is low.; They
treat us like dirt and call us janitors. They holler
about their room being dirty and say it is our fault
when it is their own fault. Just because teachers
went to college for four, years they figure they
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deserve something better than teaching. And so they '

take it out on us. Just like we are trying to get
away from the label 'janitor,' they are tryineto
get away froM 'teacher.' Some of them-are now call-
ing themselves, 'assistants to the headmaster.'

The custodian may also become involved in disputes between

cliques of teachers, and, he is likely,to get 'caught in the middle.
.

Since he tries to remain neutral, his offices often become the

battle ground for these cliques. If he tries to mediate the dis-

putt, both sides blame him for interfering: In the words of one

custodian, we are damned if we do and damned if we don't. The best

thing we can do is, mind our own business in these situations."

Some teachers believe that certain kinds of repairs-should

be made by custodians when in fact they Must be performed.by out-

side contractors or The School and Buildings Department. They

often "pester" custodians about delayed repairs, when the custodian

actually has no control over scheduling:

Some teachers expect too much to be done. They want
the custodian to do the w(ik that should be done by
outside contractors. You have to wait for the con-'
tractor to come, and then. trley blame you because it's
taking too long. If the t.'ilets are backed up you
have to wait for the plumber to cone acid fix them.

Teachers sometimes make unreasonable demands on the custo(;an. For

example, teachers who sit near the window or on the window ledge dur-

ing the winter insist that the custodian maintain a classroom tem-

perature of eighty degrees near the window. Not only is this impos-

a



sible but it is also not legal, since the building code dictates

room temperature., In order to avoid "trouble," the custodian asks

.that demands' like this, one be put in writing. He can thus pro-
,

tect himself from the teacher who uses, her ohly_yeloon against him,

which is to complain to.his supervisors about the quality of his

work. The custodian, however, has more weapons at his disposal.

He can, certainly, bid off a school if he is unable to get along

with the teachers. But he also can inform on them to the principal

and to his supervisors. Custddians have been known to inform their

superiors r.bout the political beliefs and "Un-American" classroom47"

behaviors of teachers. In a later chapter we mention that a cus-

todian informed his supervisor's about the anti-war literature that

appeared on a teacher's bulletin board: Corwin (1966.,,p. 338) es-

tablishes -,lhe universality of this behavior:

Of course, in every organization there are a few peo-
ple who are permitted to see all. performances and to
have, access to most backstage areas. The janitor is
in a position to observe teachers in their proper
classroom roles as well as snoking in the furnace room.
But in order to -ry out this role, the janitor must
be a nonentity, se presence nobody is `supposed to
explicitly recognize, and one who is not to repeat
anything he sees. Yet sometimes he is suspect. One
teacher made this comment, "One of the janitors a
number of'years ago was hired to spy on the teachers
on behalf of the board of education." So some of
these janitors do enjoy a special place, greatly to
the dismay of the teachers. Another teacher remarked
that janitors are a "clearing house" for all informa-
tion. "If you want to know anything, go to a janitor."

The custodian also "punishes'' teachers by not cleaning their

r
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rooms. Ilhis is part of the custodian's effort to retrain teachers.

For example, the Bay City custodian,is legally required to sweep

"when necessary" and to clean up "normal" dirt. When teachers throw

papers.on the floor or permit children to do this, the custodian may
9

'inform the principal that this does not constitute necessary or "nor-

mat" dirt; consequently, the custodian will simply ignore it, lettipg

the paper accumulate on the floor of the teacher's room:

I leave it that way until she gets the idea to clean
it up herself. Of course I will-clpn up normal. dirt,

'but not papers that the kids tear up and throw,on the
floors. You have to train theknot to leave their
rooms messy.

The custodian can alsb make himself unaccessible to certain teachers.

Some teachers think that if they see you walking around,
you aren't doing anything and so they start complaining
to you. We just stay out of sight and let them find us.

And lastly, a custodian may punish teachers by *sabdtaging teaching' in-

novations. For example, if a teacher is trying to develop ,certain

kinds of group cooperation, she may have the children Move their chairs

into small 'circles. The custodian, howeifer, may insist thati,he can-
,

not clean the room unless the chairs are kept in rows, thus prevalt-
,

ing the teacher from carrying out her program. If the teacher and.

custodian are on good terms, incidents like this are not likely to

occur.

We conclude that the custodian may bid off a school if the
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teachers "peste"r" him, but he can also retrain teachers, ignore t'nem,

and interfere with some te'their claisroom techniques; There is little

the teacher can do to an obnoxious custodian,'so long as he "stays
,

within the letter of the ltw."

r.
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Chapter 11: Custodians, Parents, and CoTtrunity

One custodian pointed out that there is lit i e interaction

. between him and the people of the neighborhood, Whether parents cr

other residents. He drives up to the front of the building, entPrr

the - chool, and then retraces his steps at night, never encounter-

ing adult me0prs of the community.

On closer examination, however, his behavior demonstratts

a concern and awareness with the social world surrcunding his

'school. When asked about the beaut.ful and well-kept lawn in front

of his school, he replied:

I try to keep a good neat lawn because we are in a nice
neighbornood. You know we are near hospitals ane Ox-
bridge Medical School is right down the road.

In an inner-city neighborhood, the custodian must also be con-

cerned about community residents. any unemployed adults spend their

time sitting or standing in front of their homes. From their van-

tage'point, they watch the custodian as he takes care of the school

lawn, removes snow or makes outside repairs. Often they make com-

plaints about him. One custodian told of such harassment:

Someone lived across the street from my school. She
. kept calling the school board and telling them that
I had a kid running my school, you know, that I was
paying a kid to do my work. She figured that if a
kid could do my job, that her husband should have it..

r
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Sometimes a custodian w:11 have more cordial relations utth

the geol. 0 4n the neighborhood. .'ne custodian caught a child :unp-

ing on th' locl of s car that belon4:ed to a neighborhood resident:

g:JW;. tLe cnid a "gcc swift kier: in the as and prevented him

from,damaging the car further,- The car owner thanked him and so

did the boy's father.

Many custodians emphasize the importance of staying on

friendly terns with--or at least renaininginconspicuous in--the

community. W3 custodians remarked:

When I first came into the school department, they
told me not to get involved with the parents and
the people around the school. They said to let the

principal midle these problems.

A custodian is crazy to fight with-the neighborhood
because he can't win and it';- usually easier for him
to leave the school. If he ninds his own business
there are no problems.

Imagine, a custodian trying to transfer out of a school because of

problems with the people in the neighborhood: One very articulate

custodian described his dealings with people-living around a school:

If the people don't like-the custodian=theycan give
him a hard tire. If you are in a Folish neighborhood
and you don't speak Polish, you wouldn't last long at

the school. the people would complain about you.
There. is always s.dmethIngthat people can find to com-

plain about. They ban also make yO.Ur_life2difficult.
They t, hash 2our car, break ihto;purt;chool:, and break

windows-, /-Can you give 'an-example?7 -There may be a
neighborhood custrm which-you donrt knowabout, and if
you break it, pe-e caabe tr able. in one.school.I
was in there wis understandir-rg-Ithat -you-would leave



the gates rto the yard opzn, so that the litt:e
kids could get in and play. 1 locked the place up
to keep the older kids from playing ball Inside. 1
got hell. The older iids were climbing in anyway.
The young ones were too sm all to cl' b in and so
they were playing in the street whet there was
traffic. The parents complained and complained. 1
finally irid to open the gates.

Some custodians act as the gLardian of the community's values.

I spoke with a teacher who had some anti-war literature on his bul-

letin board. One day the custodian entered the room with a well-

dressed man roreivmably one of the supervisors.7 They looked at-

the board and then left. The next day the teacher was called down

to the princinallc office and asked to remove the material. Cus-

todians, although they feel the desire to enforce community standards,

sometimes refrain from action. One said that if he informed the prin-

cipal that a teacher was a "radical," the principal would probably

tell him to "go to hell." The custodian, because he is regarded as

a non-person or a piece of furniture, is in a position to overhear

a great deal of confidential information. They believe that many

of the situations they hear about, however, do not have to be report-.

ed because they "take care of themse:ves":

We get information from the kids and sometimes we use
it. You know, kids are freer'in our presence than
when teachers are around. We hear about illegal things
the kids do. One :Kid doesn't tell us.everything. We
overhear bits and pieces and then we put them all to-
gether. Sometimes we report to the principal "unof-

. ficially." Usually we don't want to get involved, we
don't want to be squealers. We don't want to squeal



on teachers either.
situation will take
anything about it.
home and tell their
take care of it.

If a teacher is a radical, the
care of itself without 11 doing
rHow:7 Oh, the kids w_:: go
parent:-parent:- and we let their parents

The custodians meet the parents at the Parent Teachers As-

ciciation meetingF. While the custcdians are not active participaLts

in the PTA unless their own children are in th

into contact with the parents at the meetings.

out at the meetings by preparing thr coffee.

favor:

e school, they do come

They usually help

The parents retLrn the

They tell us about broker windows and fences and they
show their apprebiation rfor the coffee] by not bother-
ing us and complaining. We make their coffee but we
don't have to do this. if they see someone fooling
around the school they call at our home and tell
about it. If they meet yoU kn the street they may tell
you thei- kid is getting sma.-t and ask you to "take
care of him." At the PTA meeting they see us as men
and fathers, not just as cus%odians.

The custodians, t their dis.ay, are becoming involved in

community racial problem.. One con:1:nity militant walked into the

office of the chief custldian and a:-..ed him how he obtained the job.

He said "A black man should have yo-- job--why aren't there any

black men in this office?" Mr. McC -xplained to him that'he took

the Civil Service examination to ob ain the job and spent thirty

years working his way up.. The mill lnt walked out of the office in

"a huff." The school department ha made an effort to recruit more



Negroes as custodians ty lowering the _.`,rising ,zrade f:r them the

Civil Service examination. However, Negroes simpl d- nct want'thc.

job. The custodians have several theories as to this:

Hell, they get more money on welfare. I have six kids

and I could get more on welfare than I'm making now.

They think the job is too low for them. The work may

be dirty but the money is clean. I can't get a Negro

kid to pick up a broom and help me sweep but a white
kid will do it.

Because of the vandalism in the schools in Negro areas, some ctstcd-

ians favor the hiring of Negro custodians; they feel they would

effective in these schools. According to Mr. McC there were morn

Negro custodians twenty years ago than now. Of the four or five

Negro custodians who work in the school department, only one works

in a Negro neighborhood. They either bidded out of schools in Negro

areas as soon as they could or they were promoted and so had to Move

to another school with an appropriate vacancy.



Chapter 12: The As an .1 Th, Union_

Of the L80 Bay City public school custodians. L1C belong :c

the "Association." Approximately thi-ty to fifty of the custodians

belong to Local 385 of the Building Service Employees International

Union, which is affiliated with the AFL-CIO. AS the :Lep: bargain-

ing unit, the Bay City Public school Buildings Custodian's 3ssccia-

tion negotiates th, yearly contract for all of the custodians with

the School :ard. The Association olio serves as the instrument'

through which the custodians influence the School Board, the'Chief

custodian, the four supervisory members k.:17 the Chief's staff and

other local bureaucrats and political appointees who are not direct-

ly concerned with the schools.

Nhile more than one-third of the many ether school custod-

ian's Asscsciations in the state are federated with each other

thrc-uh the statewide Ba: State Pubic Schoolhouse Custodian's As-

sociation, 4..ne Ray City CuFto4ian's Association is not a member of

the statewide federation. Local 385 which represents only a few

Bay City custodians, however, is a member of the statewide-Associa-

tion. it is curious that the majority of the Bay City custodian's

belong to an association which is isolated from similar associations

in the state, while only a handful of custodians belong to Local 385

-.which is federated with other state groups. The following dis-

cussion deals with the, factors which led to this situation.

".
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When Gus C, a custodian and former officer of the Association.

entered the school departtent in .9L1, he joined an association cf

schco: custodians wnich had been organized more than 50 years before.

Short:y thereafter, with promises of greater benefits,.Local 900 of

the State and 'Count:: Municipal Employees International Union suc-

cessfully orgpnized the Bay City school custodians, recruiting most

of the members from the original association which-then went quietly

out of existence. It was this union, Local 900, which formed the

nucleus of both the association as it exists today, and Local 385

of the BSBIU.
" 4

There were intense "personality" conflicts among the leaders

2

of Local 900 after its formation. Custodians today'are unwilling

'tc talk about these conflict with outsiders. Many of the comba-

tants are involved in the Bay City school system today, and some

have risen to positions of power in international unions: But one

senses the^custodians' bitterness when they speak,of these con-

flicts, alid their vagueness on these matters seems intentional.

One emotionally laden issue dealt with the fight for the

140-hour work week. The State House of Representatives passed a

bill initiated by Loci 900 for a 40-hour work week which did npt

establish the maximum number of hours to be workdd in a day. That

under the provisions of the bill, a man could accumulate his

LO hours a week by working 20 hours a day for two days, or by

working 10 a day for four days! Against the wishes of many

tg

of.



of the custodians, Billy W, one of the :eaders of _:cal 9CO3 askei

the'City Council to approve the bill as written. The custodians

felt Billy W Local .900, "dcuble-crossed us." As it turned

out, the City Counc;.1 defeated the Ii111-,ecause revsed legislation

was already pending in the State House proposing a LO-hour week with

a maximum of eight to nine hours of work a day.
S

The seeds of dissensiOn were sown. Mr. NcC, the present

Chief custodian, was one member of Local 90C who fought against

the o.iginal inadeouate 140-hour work week bill. He, Dave S (now-

an official in the BSEIU), and three-quarters of the members of
ti

Local 900 left, or "were kicked out" of the Local. They established

Local 385 of the BSEIU.

The friction that characterized the relations of these two

Locals began with the very inception of Local 385. One,custoci.an

bitterly recalls!

Local 385 popped up overnight. They got their charter
at a meeting held on a Holy Thursday 'night when every-
one was in church or home. ,,This was illegal. They
tried to take over, but failed.

The fact that some of the organimrs of Local 385. came in from the

international headquarters of BSEIU and were outsiders also added

to the developing friction. As one custodian stated:

The union LLocal 3857 was set up by outsiders. Some of
the officers of jo-ja37 900 felt left out. They felt
that these outsiders adn't\know the problems of the Bay
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City custodians as well as them and.that they didn't
know the local politicians, and so couldn't be of much

_help to us.

Tension also increased when The benefits that the organizers

of Local 385 promised the men did not materialize. The-School Boards

avoided meeting the demands of Loeal 385 and Local '900-by "playing

one grOup off against the other." Id the words of one custodian:

2

The unions were getting rich and they were not doing
anything for the men% One union went to the School
Board and asked for-one thing, the ether asked for
something else. They were not able. to agree on any-
thing. The School Board said that they couldn't do
anything so long as the men were split up in thei-
demands. So we got noting.

,

,
-

.YThe men also came to distrust international unions because

they felt exploited since two international unions were simultaneously

collecting a per capita tax on the men "and they were not doing any-

thi., or'. "" This distrust lingers today, and it seen in such

I
statements as:

C

Occasionally some union organizer comes in from Chicago
or New York and we just tell them to go to hell. They
are just interested in our money.

World War II was en.ing, and some young men were returning home

to seek jobs as school custodians. The inception of the 140 -hour week

meantU.3; more men had to be hired/and this sudden rush of :'young

men" into the system brought the friction to a head. These younger

men approached both unions with demands for increased benefits.

6

4



Frustrated, these men called a meeting one night at a local schccl.

They proposed that many of their problems could be settled if th:;

had one, local group to speak for them. A vote was -.wren and the

Bay City ?ublie Schol Buildings Cutodians' Association was formed:

About 75 pt)rtent of the men at the meeting left both Local 900

and. Local 385 to join the Association. This left the dominant

Association as we know it today with 410 custodians as members and

the impotent union (Local 38_51 with its less than 50 Members. The

9

irony of the story is that while the young, "hot-blooded" junior

custodians formed the Association, today, older, senior men don-

%inate it.

Most of the custodians interviewed referred derisively to

those few members of the union Local 385 as "diehards." They simply

cannot compreheltd why anyone would want to remain a member of the

union. For example, one senior said: "The union can't do anything

for us because we don't haye the right to strike." The "diehards,"

however, make a pretty good case for membership in the union."To be

sure, many remain because of the $5n0 death benefit insurance policy

that union membership includes, .and which they do not want to sur-

render. One diehard stated:

Not having a strong union-isolates us from the other
custodians in the state. The Association is not a
member of the Bay State Public Schoolhouse Custodians'
Association, but the, union is. We cannot go to state
Union meetings. So ifwe wanted legislation passed
in the statehouse, this /the Association would be the
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group to go to. If the union could get better or-
ganized, they could do a lot through their relations
with other organizations,in the state. There is a
per capita tax and custodians can't see why they
should give money to the international union. But
they don't understand that they are not giving com-
pletely to the international, because the interna-
tional will help you if yoU are in trouble and they
have thousands of members to back you up.

The union members also feel a strong identification with the labor

movement as a whole. They are optimistic and believe that some

day the members of the Association will join the union. The theme

of unitx'comes up again and again in conversations with custodians.

Several use the expression "all in one" reflecting their desire

for the unity of labor with all custodians as members of a single

organization which would work,for the benefit of all. One cus-
.

todian feels "an obligation to the nen who made my job as good as

it is who have since retired":

The Association did pretty well by the job, but so
did the union. The union had plans for the future
to make things better. rFor example?7 The Associa-
tion rushed too qaickly to get sick leave'. The As-
sociation settled for a rule letting us accumulate
50 days of sick leave. This was good, but everyone
else /teachers, police, etc.7 got 90 days after wait-
ing a while. This was years ago. Now everyone has
no limit on accumulation.

'The custodians in the Union feel solidarity witn other members of

organized labor, such as.the secretaries and cafeteria workers in

the school system who are also members of the Building Service
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Employees international Union. They believe that solidarity with

'others in organized labor would give them more security;

The union would give some protection through Feder i
laws that the Association doesn't give. For example,
in the teacher's strike in New York under gayor7 Wag-
ner, the elementary, junior high and. high school
teachers all had different bargaining groups. Wagner
said he would lire them. But if tray had a union, he
couldn't fire them. The union is based on a national
experience. `But what can a union do?7 Within the
context of the A6sociation you can't get an overall
picture.

The majority of custodians seem a bit shortsighted. They do

not remember the benefits the union brought them in the past. Trey

do not see the relevarice,of legislation. or. the state level which i

membership in a statewide association can help pass. The problem

nay be, as one Custodian put it, that:

The job is too good today, so it is hard to get peo-
ple to join the union. °There are not many ways to
make the job better. A union meeting was called by
Joe K and he could only.get one custodian to show up.
We probably don't have the right man as our interna-
tional union representative.

if



Chapter The Political Scene

S

That city workers generally carry political talent is nct n

novel observation. Banfield and Wilson (1963) indicate that, in

Los Angeles, the combined forces of city employees can decide the

outcome ofa municipal election. Boston in 190 elected a former

health department clerk mayor. If New Yprk City ad elected Paul

Screvane mayor in 1965, this would have marked tae first time a

former sanitation worker had climbed to the top of the political

pyramid. Of course, custodians are only one influential group

among many. Winters (1969), in his study of educational decision-

making in a small Massachusetts town,\found that the Custodians

Union is only one powerful group; it competes with school adminis-

trators, the Teachers Organization, and the Federati of Civic

Organizations for Education. Royko (1971), in a recent biography

of "Boss" Rich;:;rd Daley, the mayor of Chicago, reports that the

mayor appoints a labor leader to every policy-making city board or

committee.. Thus the president of the Janitors' Union was on the

police board, the park board, the public buildings commission, and-.

a number of others. In additionl°

The big unions came-through for Daley, with William
McFetridge of the Janitors' Union leading the way.
They admitted to contributing a Minimum of $215,000
for the primary and regular electiohs, an impressive
aum for a city contest. They also brought inl Sound

s-
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trucks, extra precinct workers, and printed more than
a half million pieces of campaign literature. (Royko,
2971, p.-91).

Although we do not wish to imply that the school custodians of Ba;

City are the only--or even the major--influence on city politics,

we focus on Them in an effort to compensate for the dearth of in-,

formation we have about their political activities. Surely the ae-

tivities of other city employees are not inconsequential.

The following discuSsion of custodial politics in-Bay City

during 1969 is organized into two chapters. We begin with the

political life of custodians: the "favors" they do for elected

officials and candidates. We then discuss the "favors" local and

state politicians do for the custodians.

Custodians as a group (through their Association) and as

individuals, engage in political activity, perhaps to a greater

extent than people in many other occupations. Their involvement

is on both state and local levels. Generally speaking, the impetus

behind custodial polis is the desire of custodians to contro)

their environment and destinies. As one custodian put it:

We are 'politically active because we want better con-
ditions for ourselves and our schools.

It is obvious that\they desire some degree of control over

the bureaucracy (consisting of'the c.lief schoolhouse custodian and

his subordinate supervisors) which is responsible for supervising



their day-to-day work activities. The custodians a: so influence :ne

bureaucratic structure that controls their work snvironment, the

school buildings department. Additionally, 'they seek to have their

recommendations for salary inceeases met. In these instances, maxi-

mum political influence is obtained, through the manipulation of the

Bay City School Board--that lo' ally elected group of five citizens

which controls public school policy.

In addition, custodians seek to increase their control over

the vicissitudes of the non-work areas of their lives. To do this,---

they attempt to influence the Bay City Council and the Bay State

legislature. Some'aspects of their jobs are under the' jurisdiction

of the state legislature and this is another impetus for involve-

ment in state politics.

Another arena of "political influences" involves "re-educating

people at the top." It is these "Chamber of Commerce people" who

control the "big money." If the custodians receive zin increase in

salary or benefits, the tax rate may have to be raised, and these

people who are influential in economic and political circles must

be persuaded that the shift is justified. The people "at the top"

are also opinion leaders in the community, and therefore, if they

are kindly disposed to custodians, they may influence others in the

community to raise their evaluationTof cus:edians.

Additionally, some- custodians engage in political activity

inorder to- indirectly increase their status. That is, low status
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people sometimes find that they can raise the evaluation of their

position in life by "hob-nobbing" or "rubbing elbows" with higher

status people, such as politicians. Lastly, some political ac-
_

tivity by custodians is a form of vocational or "hobby" behavior- -

.a way to utilize their spare time in an enjoyable manner.

We will not define political influence precisely. We do

not wish to restrict our observations by limiting attention to

those actions of custodians which come'under the rubric of one

particular definition of political influence. Rather, we wish to

consider as broad a range of phenomena as possible. "Using a quite

unsystematic perspective, we focus on the oehaviors of custodians

which are intended to give them some control over their job-related

and extra work destinies. They do this by establishing a relation-

ship of mutual benefit between themselves and politicians: the cus-

todians do "favors" for the politicians and the "favors" are recip-

rocated. Favors that the custodians can do for the politicians are

clearly defined and understood by both custodians and politicians;

the custodians campaign and raise money. On the other hand, the

reciprocating behavior of the politicians is not clearly defined.

As we will show, the role of the politicians vis a vis the cus-

todian has also been circumscribed over the last feW years by the

expanded Civil Service system which has limited the possibilities

for patronage.

We now ask two related questions: (1) "Are custodians



politically active?" and, (2) "How much political influence do they

have?" The first question can be considered in its present form,

but the second must be rephrased. Our interviews are directly

relevant to the first question and to the following variation of

the second question: "How much political influence do custodians

and certain others believe custodians have?"

Custodians disagree on the answer to these two questions.

Some hold that the extent of their political influence is exag-

gerated not only by themselves but also by others. Below is a

documented instance of how a custodian in another city influenced

school policy. Following this is the reaction of atypical Bay

City custodian to the story.

Another New England school center was nearly wrecked
in the launching by an old janitor with a large local
following 'Who worked openly to discredit everything
it did. He stood in the hallways and insulted the
patrons; he locked school rooms and refused to open
them even when ordered to do so by authority; and on
occasion of the first big neighborhood gathering, he
locked up the stereopticon and hid the cables, nearly
breaking up the meeting. He boasted that the school
authorities would not dare discipline him because he
had too many friends in the neighborhood, and heLwas
right. When the authorities threatened to try him
under civil service rules; several prominent neigh-
borhood leaders made a counter-threat to boycott the
center. Personal loyalty was stronger than public
spirit. The difficulty was solved for a time by the
appointment, as supervisor, of a woman who had even
a stronger neighborhood hold than the janitor. She
knew her people and bided her time. One day when she
had the trouble -maker conspicuously at a disadvantage,
she suddenly turned on him with a tongue lashing that
held him wild-eyed and speechless; when he turned to
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the neighborhood for sympathy,'he found most of the
sympathy already aligned on the other side. But a
year later the supervisor married. Her successor knew
nothing of the neighborhood line-up; the janitor easily
worsted him and disrupted the center again. (Barrows,
1923).

The reaction of one Bay City custodian to this story:

There is a myth about the political power of cus-
todians. People think that he has some kind of
power just because he knows everyone in the neigh-
borhood, but this is not true today. Today, you
just drive up to the school building and get out of
your car. You don't get to know the people who live
around the school.

However, earlier we presented evidence that, at least in certain

schools, the custodians do become known to the people in the neigh-

borhood. Some Custodians indicate that the decline of localCus-

todial influence is related to the movement of custodians outside

of the city itself:

Custodians aren't strong enough to knock out a poli-
ticiang.e., to prevent his election] because many of
them don't votein city elections.' Reny custodians
are beginning to move out of Bay City. As the Irish
and Italians continue to move out, the Negroes may
be able to put people in office.

There is an incredible degree of misinformation in this statement.

According to the Chief custodian, more than 80 per cent of the cus-

todians live in Bay City: Some custodians simply will not admit to

any political activity:
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I am not interested in politics.

We are entitled t6 go to the School Board meetings,
but they don't tell us when they are. I don't think
custodiant are politically active. Most of them are
in the dark. I guess they are just lazy.

Gus G, secretary-treasurer of the Custodians' Association,

estimates that one out of nine custodians are active politically

and will work for the election of candidates. He believes that

this.represents altruistic behavior on the part of individual cus-

todians: "they gain nothing for themselves." If we accept Gus'

figures, this means that there are about 45 custodians, acting polit-

ically on their own initiative--not as representatives of.other cus-

todians or the Association. As we.will show later, there is abun-

d3nt evidence that individual custodians and their families cam-
WM/10

paign and raise hinds for politicians.

In addition, custodians as =a group, through their. Association

officers, are active politically. One officer of the Association,

listing the good points of his job,.said:

One of the best parts of the job is dealing directly
with the School Board because they are wonderful peo-
ple.

The officers of the Association attend School Board meetings to:

See what affects us. We meet other political people
there and shoot the breeze. We meet representatives
from the city council and if we have a Lissociation7
meeting we invite them to speak.
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Many of the custodians interviewed feel that their Association of-

ficers are involved in politics in order to play the role of "big

shots" and mingle socially with politicians. Political candidates

/and incumbents do attend Association meetings and banquets in order

to ask for votes arm assistance in their campaigns.

Some custodians challenge the role, importance, and motives

of the Association and its officers as political agents:

The Association has a reputation for haying a powcreal
political organization. This is blown out o4 all pro-
portion. At each election they always come out for the
old School Board members who are up for re-election.
If they get in, people think that you put it over and
this is not true.

Custodians as a group don't help anyone get elected to
the School Board. A few custodians work for candi-
dates because they have an ax to grind and they. are
ambitious to-get better jobs. /Put I thought that
there weren't any important jobs that members of the
School Board could get for a custodian ?] Well, you
know, hope springs eternal, because they rarely get a
better job after all that work.

Over the years i's mainly been the Association of-
ficers who are politically active. The Association was
started by the juniors but the seniors took it over and
run it for themselves. They argue only for themselves
and want to run the.shaw. They're in it to get ahead.

A few custodians emphasize their disunity when it comes to

choosing a candidate for whom to campaign:

The association tells its members to vote one way
and they don't necessarily do it.
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For example, I interviewed one custodian who actually voted for Mrs.

B (a citizens reform candidate) for School Board in the last elec-

tion. She was labeled by the association as "the arch enemy of cus-

todians" because she said that if elected she would spend more money

for the academic house (the academic aspects of eddcation) and ap-

propriate less money for custodial services. When I asked this

junior custodian why he voted for her, he replied:

Once she is on the Board she will learn about what's
going on and then probably she will be very sympathetic
to us. A woman would be more understanding about our
problems than-a man.

I asked Gus G wnat he thought about custodians who supported Mrs. B

and he said, "They must be soft in the head." Other custodians recog-

nize the diversity of opinion among themselves when it comes to sup-

porting candidates:

Custodians as a group do not fight for a candidate be-
cause it is very difficult to get them to agree with
each other. I worked for C gor state representative]
because he lives down the block from me and he's my
friend. But he can't help me out, he's just a friend.

It has long 1.-..;3en rumored in Bay City that custodians are more

politically active than other groilps associated with the schools.

Custodians are quite sensildve about these allegations, and this is

illustrated by the defensiveness of one former president of the

Association:
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Sure we work for political candidates. Why not? This
is a democracy isn't it? We have free speedh here.
In a free country, everyone has a right to help the
candidate of their choice. Teachers get into politics,
so why can't we?

As can be seen in the above quotation, the custodians are quick to

compare themselves with teachers. They take pride in the fact that

they will actively help favored candidates, whereas teachers who

are more negative, limit their political activities to working

against candidates:

While the custodians can help a candidate, they can't
hurt him. The teachers can really zing a candidate
for the School Board if they don't like him. They
jeacheri7 can stay at the polls after school. They
know the mothers and tell them who to vote for. But
custodians don't know the parents and so can't do
that. The teachers almost lost Joe L the election
(for School Board7.

Teachers are not politically active. They take the
negative side, but'only if you hurt them. If you
cross them, they can wipe you out of office. _But ___
teachers never help you. Even if they like you,
they won't put bumper stickers on /Their cars7.

Politicians recognize the help and support that custodians

give. They see custodians as both loyal and helpful. Albert 0, a

candidate for the City Council, in an interview at the annual cus-

todians' Association banquet, referred to their loyalty and help-

fulness:

They stick together. If you're interested in any pub-
lic life, they are a wonderful organization to have
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with you. They stay right with you; there's no break-

ing either. They're good people. They have this

party once a year and we always have a wonderful time.
They're the kind of a group, that if you need them,
boy, theytre right there. Loyalty is the word.

Politicians appreciate the help of custodians. At the As-

sociation dinner several political figures who were guest speakers

had this to say about the help and loyalty the custodians had given

them in the past:

I kno14,in the past you have been good to me. (John K,

Chairman of the Bay City School Board)

You've been wonderful to me and I shall never forget
you. (Frederic L, Bay City Councilmen)

Thank you very much for your, support in the past.
(Paul T, Bay City School Board Member)

I thank you very much for your support in the past.
(Paul McD, Bay City School Board Member)

I never, never would miss coming to your party be-
cause I think so much of you and we've been friends

for a long time. When I needed you, you were always

there. (Mrs. L. D. H., former Bay City School Board

member)

He (Tom E, former School Board member and now Sheriff)
appreciates what you have done for him in the past.
(Jerry 14, former_,State Representative, Ward 17)

Politicians attend the Annual Custodians' Banquets for several

reasons. In the first place, while one custodian quoted above be-

lieved that his group could not get an office holder elected, they
ti

nevertheless have an important political impact, although it is
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difficult to measure precisely. Particularly in off-year, local

elections where voter, turnout is low, political activity by custo-

dians could make the difference between election and defeat. It is

therefore not surprising tc find political figures at the annual

Association banquet expressing their appreciation for the help of

custodians.

Another reason that political, figures attend the Annual Cus-

todian's Banquet is that it provides them a live audience of over

600 people:

who he can talk to and sell himself to. There will
be over 600 people at the banquet. If someone is
running for governor, he probably won't address a
group larger than this, and he knows some will offer
to help.

Of course many custodians are going for the free
roast beef'dinner and aren't interested in hearing
any politicians. But they are a polite audience,
and the politicians appreciate this. They are
courteous. Once the tetchers booed a certain poli-
tical figure at their banquet. Custodians would
never do this.

The custodians recognize the importance of their banquets as

political platforms, especially for Democratic candidates. Comments

like these are heard frequently among custodians:

Last year all the custodians who wanted to go to the
banquet couldn't fit in. Too many outsiders showed
up to hear the political speechers.

If E were running for re-election to the School Board
he would come up from Florida for the banquet (here
he was vacationingq



[Former] Governor ? went right from a White House
conference to our annual dinner. He called us "king-
makers."

Many politicians make their "pitch" at the Annual Custodian's

Banquet. Albert 0, for example, announced his candidacy for the

City Council; former Lieutenant Governor Frank B hinted that he

might run again ("If I get into the position again, there are some

changes I would like to make in the collective bargaining law").

There, politicians make promises about what they will do for cus-

todians in the future and recount what they have done in the past.

If they fail to do this, the toastmaster supplies the required in-

formation while introducing them to the custodians. We now examine

in detail the ways in which custodians help politicians (Chapter 1/0

and the favors political figures do-for custodians (Chapter 15).



Chapter 14: How Custodians Help Po:iticisns

As we mentioned earlier, custodians return favors or earn

them from politicians by helping in campaigning and fund-raising.

Individually, and collectively through the Association, custodians

help candidates raise money by purchasing tickets for benefit and

testamonial dinners. A custodian explains that often the treasury

of the association makes the purchase:

It happens this way. A School Board member sends the
tickets to the Association. Someone at the LXssocia-
tion7 meeting makes a motion for the treasury to buy
the benefit tickets. It is voted on and it is usu-
ally accepted. Usually the Board member sends the
association 50 tickets at ten dollars each. Then they
give the tickets out to the men for free.

Fifty tickets at $10 each comes to $500, and a sun of money this-;large-

is not easy for a local political candidate to collect. The Associa-

tion does not always buy such a large number of tickets; sometimes

only ten or = fteem Fcr example, recently the treasury received

and purchased ten tickets at $15 each for the birthday dinner given

Paul T, a member of the School Board.

The custodians invite candidates to address them at Associa-

tion meetings. Sometimes the association offers a $100 door prize

to boost attendance. If a candidate is accepted by the men, he may

gain anywhere fran 50 to 300 votes depending on the size of his

audience. And if the custodians tell their friends to vote, a
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candidate can amass quite a few votes in a single evening. These

relatively few votes may not seem very important, but compared to

the low number of votes cast in School Board elections, they may

be crucial.

Political candidates and incumbents often seek counsel about

local and neighborhood
publit opinion from the officers of the As-

sociation. Gus G offers some details:

HFandidate for mayor71 C 9andidate for Sheriff7, and L
for School Board asked me for political ad-vice. They want to know Zat to say in a certain sec-tion of town, where to go to speak, what the problems

are in the various
neighborhoods. For example, in acertain area they may have a problem about garbage dis-posal or the building of a new rapid transit yard. Ifind people who live in these neighborhoods and finColt what their problems are. This is very important

because it can ruin a candidate if he says the wrong
thing at a rally. For example, H made a mistake arA-
ing for more money for police. This may have lost her
the election for Mayor. If she had asked me, I would
have told her that firemen have most of the publicsympathy. This may have ruined her. Before her speech,she was running ten percent ahead of the other candi-dates. The day after her statement people took her
stickers off their houses and she lost the election by
only three percent. Often the politicians ask us tohelp them line up political talks and to introduce themto people in a neighborhood.

Candidates do not always follow the advice of the custodians. For ex-

ample, Gus G explains why Mrs. H lost the mayoral election by a small

margin:

r

She really made a mistake by saying you know where
I stand" in her speeches. She means that the voters

Se-
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will know where she stands on school bussing and in-
tegration. I advised her not to say this because she
will appear as a bigot and will not appeal to the bet-
ter class of people.

We can see that the politicians do not always follow the advice of

the Association officers, but they certainly listen to their infor-

mation about voter attitudes, neighborhood problems, and solicit

their introductions to people in various neighborhoods.

Individual custodians also buy tickets for benefits given

by and for candidates for office. They enjoy going to these dinners

because:

Ten years ago we had to go to City Hall to pick up our
pay and we saw our friends there and got to know them.
Now we see then at parties and banquets. If the tick-
ets are expensive we only buy one and we go by our-
selves and weave our wives at home.

Custodians are effective and diligent political campaigners.

They have "house parties" to which a candidate and friends are in-

vited. There, a candidate will give a short speech and then social-

ize with the guests who are personal friends of the custodian. At

the Annual Association Banquet, I intcrvieued the wife of a cliatid--

ian who held a house party for Mrs. H several years ago when she

was a candidate for School Board. She held the party because: "Mrs.

H is very close to the custodians, and when she first ran gor School

Board? the Association officers helped her and solicited our votes."

A house party costs on the average from $10 to $25 for coffee,
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doughnuts, and other refreshments. Here a candidate has a chance tc

meet h0 or 50 people on an intimate basis, and the guests have a

chance to socialize with an "important" person. Recently, with

greater access to television, house parties have become less popu-

lar, although they have not disappeared, by any means. At the as-

sociation banquet I overheard the wife of a custodian speaking to

Albert 0, candidate for City Council. She said that she wanted to

have a house party for him sometime in the near future. He was

.very gracious and cooperative, and they set a date.

Custodians point out that they are more effective campaigners

.

than teachers partly because they are willing to spend money for

house parties:

Teachers are not as liberally minded with their money
as custodians. They wouldn't spend $10 or $25 for a
house party because they're cheap.

Because custodians are "joiners," they have a wide range of con-

tacts whom they can use to "push" or "tout" candidates. They are

members of such organizations as the American Legion, Disabled

American Veterans, Elks, and the Knights of Columbus. They "talk

up" candidates to their friends,
)

give them bumper stickers for their

sl and tell them such things as:

Why don't _you vote for Toni S for State Rep. gepre-
sentative/? You know, he's pro labor, and he carries
a longshoreman's card. I went to high school with
him and he's a good guy.
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You know, R is always available at the State House
to speak to any of us and listen to our problems.

One reason for the effectiveness of custodians at this kind of "sell-

ing" is the high personal regard in which they are held by their

friends and neighbors:

We custodians have a good image and our friends -and----
neighbors like us..

There are other reasons for their effectiveness as political cam-

paigners, especially when compared to teachers. Fifty per cent of

the Bay City teachers live outside of the city compared to twenty

per cent of the custodians. In addition, in the evenings, many

teachers are either at home prepa_..ng lessons for the next day or

attending night school. The custodians, on the other hand, have

more time to spend at meetings or clubs talking about candidates.

As we pointed out above, custodians are effective and dili-

gent campaigners. In local elections, especially in "off years"

when voter turn-out is low, the several thousand votes'of custodians

and their friends may make the difference between success and de-

feat. Custodians put bumper stickers on their cars and give them

out to their friends. The custodian is "one of the few who will

get his ass up a tree to post a campaign sign that no one can knock

down." They take days off from work without pay and spend their

evenings standing at the polls, putting up signs, and knocking on
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doors. Their families work with them at candidates' headquarters,

helping with the paperwork, addressing and stuffing envelopes, an-

swering telephones, and soliciting votes over the telephone. Their

daughters help with secretarial work.

The custodians' efforts to collect the 2,000 signatures for

the nominating petitions of School Board candidates are as important,

1

if not more important, than their electioneering. Joe L, a candi-

date for re-election to the Bay City School Board, had 15 custodians

helping him get the necessary signatures:

Custodians often belong to the Knights of Columbus
Order or to a veterans lodge, such as the VFW /Vet-
erans of Foreign Wari7 or the ffmerican7Legion. en
a Friday night a man can go down and collect 200 or
more signatures personally. That's about two sheets
of the twenty needed.

Candidates fOr local and state office are invited to the tes-

timonial dinners and annual banquets given.by the Custodians' Assoc-

iation. It is not unusual for the-Mayor and Governor 'to attend.

School Board members rarely miss these functions and usually address

the group, stressing the outstanding work of the custodians and ap-

preciation for their support. The candidates and the Association of-

ficers sit at a daid in the front of the room. Dinner is served,

and after the speeches the custodians and their wives and friends

dance to the music of a band. At the annual Association banquet

held in May, 19691_the politicians, Association leaders, and a
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newspaper reporter retired to the "VIP Room." Drinks sold in the

dining room were free for these "VIP's." The guests and Associa-

tion officers socialized and "talked shop" in the VIP Room before

and after the dinner which was served in the more impersonal and

crowded dining room. The annual Association banquet provides the

political speaker with a live, courteous, and potentially helpful

audience of more than 600 people. In addition, since these dinners

are considered "newsworthy" events, the lccal press is there to

photograph and interview the politicians.

The attendance of high ranking public officials at custo-

dians' banquets shows that they are quite aware of the significance

of these functions. The following Bay City political officials

were "head table guests" and speakers at a testimonial dinner given

for Gus G, the secretary-treasurer of the Custodians' Association:

the Mayor, the five-member School Board, the County Sheriff, one

City Councilman, the Chairman of theBay City Licensing Board, and

a former School Board member who unsuccessfully ran for Mayor. These

state officials also attended the dinner: the State Attorney Gen-

eral, two State Representatives, three State Senators, the County

Commissioner, the Clerk of the County Courthouse, the County, Sheriff,

and the State Registrar of Motor Vehicles. The annual Association

banquet held in May, 1969, was attended by these local officials:

one City Councilman, the Chairman of the City Licensing Board, four

members of the School Board, and one former School Board member and
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'unsuccessful candidate for Mayor. The state government was represented

by: the former Lieutenant Governor, the Speaker of the House, one

State Senator, one State Representative, and a member of the County

Sheriff's office representing the Sheriff.

These guests lavish praise on the custodians for their loy-

alty and help. In an interview at the annual custodians' banquet,

Albert 0, candidate for City Council, characterized custodians as

"good, loyal people." Fred L, a member of the Bay City Council,

said:' "You've been wonderful to me and I shall never forget you.

. . . I wouldn't miss this ganquei7 for the world." The County

Sheriff, a former member of the School Board, who could not attend

the banquet sent an emissary who said that the Sheriff "asked me

to come here and say hello to all his friends, and tell them that

while he's not here at least he's here in spirit . . . heappre-

ciates what you have done for him in the past." Mrs. H, a former

member of the School'Board and unsuccessful candidate for mayor, spoke

warmly to the custodians, thanked them for their help, and promised

her cooperation in the future:

Let me say that -I never, never, would miss coming to
your party because I think so much of you and we've
been friends for a long time. When I needed you,
you were always there. And I trust that when you
need me, that I shall be there too. For I feel very
deeply about you and your problems, you tru3k are the
greatest. And may I say, that it's been a pleasure
to serve on the Bay City School Board and anything
that I ever can do for you, you know you only have to
ask. In fact, fellas, you know where I stand:
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Some politicians compliment the custodians for their efforts

on behalf of organized labor. For example, Frank B, the former Lieu-

tenant Governor, said:

I just wanted to say that I know you people were the
first in collective bargaining in the state. . . . I

am sure that you know my feelings on collective bar-
gaining. I think that it can change the world.

Other governMent officials extol the custodians for joining with

them in bearing and protecting the traditional values of Bay City

and America. At the annual banquet, a former State Representative

said: "I am happy, proud and delighted to be here this evening

among my kind of people." "My kind of people" are the God-fearing,

standard bearers of America's traditional wayof life. A popular

and long-standing member of the School Board, Joe L praised the cus-

todians:

I think it's safe to say that the custodians of Bay
City carry the schools on their backs. I only wish
they'd been looking after the schools across the river
in Oxbridge during that silly uprising a few weeks
ago ffY the students at Oxbridge Universitg and I am
sure they.would'have handled the situation, too. In

fact, I think the students over thereat Oxbridge Uni-
versity would have a great deal to learn from the cus-
todians of Bay City in the way of sound values, plain
decency, common sense, insight and wisdom, how this
nation works, than they can learn from all their pro-
fessors put together who seem to have only taught
them to mess up their lives. But you couldn't turn
the situation around, you couldn't have those Oxbridge
University professors come and manage the-BayCity
schools the way you do, because they'd blow the place
up:
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In a campaign speech addressed to the custodians, Albert 0, chairman

of the Bay City Licensing Board and candidate for the City Council

said:

I'm running, for the Bay City Council because I'm a
little fed up with what's going on in this city that
we all love. When I look out in the audience and see
god-fearing people, the only thing you did all your
lives was go out and work for it, you never asked for
handouts--we're going to get some people who are going
to say no to a lot of people who don't belong here.
We're going to get some respect for law and order back
in this city, and most of all we're going to get some
respect for people that made this city and this state
and this country what it is today. I'm asking for
the opportunity to go in there and bring decency back
in this city. God bless you and have a wonderful night.

Other politicians use the occasion of-the custodians' banquet

to donate money to the Custodians' Association. For example, Paul T,

a member of the Bay City School Board, said:

Through the generosity of the officers of (the7 ASEO-
ciation, they offered to buy ten tickets to 5 birth-
day reception for me7 at $15 a piece. I have their
check with me this evening in the amount of a hundred
and fifty dollars and I also have a check drawn on my
personal account in the amount of a hundred and fifty
dollars. I am going to turn both of them back to/Eha7
president ZTf the Association], Mr. A, and ask that
he consider it as the first contribution to the scholar-
ship fund for deserving sons and daughters of the mem-
bers of the Custodians' Association.

They also laud the officeri and former officers of the Cus-

todians' Association. The statements below were made by State Repre-

sentative George rand Joe K," respectively:
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I'd like to salute . . all of your officers over the
years gho7 have done a tremendous job, not only on
your behalf, but on behalf of the school system in
Bay City. I think it fitting that I salute my class-
mate, too . . . your new gissociation7 president, Mr. A.

These two gentlemen, Gus G and John M ghe secretary-
treasurer of the Association and its former' president,
respectivelg have contributed much to the movement
of the Bay City Public School Custodians' Association.
I think they have brought to bear the point that in
organization there.is strength. If you continue with
that organization, I think that you will continue to
MOVE ahead in the future as you have in the past.

Many politicians make "important political announcements" at

these banquets. For example, at the 1969 annual dinner, Albert 0,

Chairman of the Bay City Licensing Board, announced his candidacy. for

the City Council. Former Lieutenant Governor Frank B hinted that he

might run for office again when he said, "If I get into the position

again, there are some changes I would like to make in the collective

bargaining law." Paul 114 a member of the School.Board, addressed

the custodians:

I thank you very much for your support in the past and
to put down any sort of rumors that might be circulat-
ing, I am a candidate for re-election. I hope you will
be with me in the future.



Chapter 15: How Politicians Help Custodians

We now turn to the "favors" that local and state officials

exchange for the loyalty, financial support; and campaigning of the

Bay City custodians. Most of the custodians" point out that Civil

Service regulations do not permit political interference in pro-

motions and job transfers, Sand they are reluctant to admit any

problems that requth "outside" solutions. For example, the former

president of the Custodians' Association said:

What can the School:Board do for us? Very little. They
aren't helpful. We have no problems.

Custodians remain silent in response to persistent questioning by

"outsiders." In his basement office, a custodian had just finished

saying, "the School Board doesn't do much for the custodians," when

an industrial arts teacher entered and said, "Bull shit: You're

always saying that you have to grease the palm that feeds you." The

embarrassed custodian replied, "There really isn't anything to gain."

Another custodian, when asked what the School Board "does for" him,

candidly said, "I won't say."

The custodians tell quite a different story, however, when

they have had a few drinks in a convivial atmosphere with other cus-

todians. At their annual banquet, the toastmaster, Gus G, said of

the invited politicians: "Any of thr!se people at the head table
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be here." He introduced State Representative Paul M as a "man who

has been a very very good friend of custodians throughout the years,

a very good friend." He presented Paul PI, a member of the School

Board, as "a local boy from the neighborhood, a friend of mine, a

very close friend of mine." Albert 0, Chairman of the Ray City

Licensing-Commission and candidate for City Council is " a very good

good friend of ours"; State Representative George K "is another great

friend of -custodians over the years." Joe-L, a popular and enduring

member of the School Board is spoken of as a beloved and proven friend:

I now have the privilege of presenting to you the gen-
tleman manyof you love, a real fine gentleman. He
is in my estimation the "dean" of School Board mem-
bers. He has devoted most of his life to conducting
School Board business. He's up there. He don't vote
for us all the time, and we respect him. He has in
the past fought many times with us, many times against
us, but he's continually fighting for the school kids
of Bay City. A proven friend of ours, School Board
member, Joe L.

Increased salaries and school building renovations are the re-

wards the School Board bestows on the custodians as a group. The

custodians of Bay City are the highest paid school custodians in the

state. The custodians attribute this to their political influence:

If you want a ten dollar raise, if you have politically
influential gssociatiog officers, they can help push
it through the School Board. Eight years ago they got
us time-and-a-half for overtime.
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At the annual custodians' banquet, Paul N4 a member of the School

Board, lists his reasons for supporting a high salary level for the

custodians:

Thank you, all of you, who work in the elementary schools
and maintain discipline. Thank you, all of you, who when
policemen aren't available have thrown intruders out of
cur schools. I'd like to thank each and everyone of you
who have put up with the abuse and tirades of so-called
liberals who come before me and say that a man who works
for Bay City does not deserve a decent week's pay. You
can be sure that I came here with a record of achieve-
ment in the past and that as long as I am on the School
Board you will not be asked to work for nothing; you
will not be asked to work for subsistence wages; you will
be rewarded for the very fine service that you contribute
to keep our school system going.

Paul T, a colleague on the Board "would like to pay public tribute"

to those custodians who:

would constantly remind members of the School Board that
the custodians didn't work 4 or 5 hours a day--they
worked 8 or more hours a day. They didn't work 180
days a year--they worked a full year.

The Board apparently believes that full-time workers, like custodians,

deserve higher compensation than "part-time" city employees, such as

teachers. The favored treatment of custodians at School Board meet-

ings is apparent. At a recent meeting, for example, an issue con-

cerning custodians had not been considered for weeks due to the busy

schedule of the Board. One Board member demanded:

These custodians have been coming to our meetings for
several 'weeks waiting for us to consider this matter



which is low on our agenda. They 'lave been waiting
for a long time and have been very patient. I de-
mand that the Board attend to this item immediately.

The School Board recommends building renovations and the pur-

chase of new equipment that makes the work of the custodians less

demanding. For example, "Ten years ago, all of us the custodiang

were shoveling coal." In the last few years, the School Board has

converted approximately one-thirdof the schools to oil heat, which

is easier and cleaner to service. Paul T, a member of the School.

Board, "pays tribute" to the several custodians viho "constantly

reminded the School Board that even today, as well as Several

years agd7 many of you were still shoveling coal and trucking out

barrels of ashes."

IndividUal custodians are also rewarded by grateful School

Board members. The Board lightens the work load of a "helpful"

custodian by "pushing" the School Buildings Department to repaint

the interior of his school; newly painted walls are easy to clean.

It is not unusual for a School Board member to "speak to someone"

in the School Buildings Department to facilitate the delivery of

equipment requisitioned by a custodian, such as new toilets or other

items to "make the school a better building," that is, easier to

clean.

The Board may increase the wages of a particular custodian

by assigning his school to a higher salary step. Custodians in
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schools that are difficult to clean because they are old or nave

large basements receive higher salaries then custodians in smaller

schools with less work. The influential custodian can increase his

pay by going:

to the School Board to try to get more money for the
same school. He can try to get the school a higher
rating by telling them that it is getting older.
Then the School Board take;, a survey and they may or
may not agree with him.

r
The custodian may use the, same strategy to convince the School Board

to assign additional custodians to the building, thus reducing each

man's work load. The School Board appoints selected custodians to

the "bouncing list" from which men are selected to replace higher

salaried custodians on sick or vacation leave. Although these posi-

tions are temporary and open to the usual bidding procedures after

30 days, a custodian may increase his income considerably by bounc-

ing from one vacancy to another, espeCially during the summer months

when many men are on vacation.

The custodians must compete with the friends and relatives of

the Board members for their patronage. Each Board member appoints

ten "corridor guards" for schools that hold night classes. They re-

ceive ten dollars to patrol school hallways and keep out intruders

and vandals. School Board members also designate custodians as paid

ticket-takers at school baseball and basketball night games. Further-

more, members of the School Board appoint the friends and relatives
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of custodians to fill temporary vacancies as school cafeteria worl,:ers.

The Board appoints qualified sons and daughters of custodians as night

and day school teachers, and then arranges their transfer from one

school to another. They also hire the custodians' relatives for jobs

in the Custodial Department. It is not unusual for a custodian's son

to work in the Department while attending college or graduate school

or for a custodian's brother to seek appointment as a custodian:

If a custodian has a brother or a son and he is on the
givil Service] list, we can help him get an appoint-
ment as a custodian. gut I thought this was strictly
Civil Service ?] According to. Civil Service rules they
can appoint any of the first three names on the list.
You could gr to K or E gchool Board members] and they
will look for a way to put him on the job - -as long as
they are in the top three.

Several, years ago, the School Board could place favored custodians

at the School Board offices on Beacon Street or at the Truant Of-

fices on Myrtle Street, which are higher paying buildings, but this

was stopped, cutting off one'of the major sources of School Board

patronage.

Political influence can also help the custodian who "gets

into trouble on the job." School Board members often intercede in

disputes a'custodian has with one of his four immediate supervisors

or with the Head Custodian himself. Fta example, when one inebria-

ted custodian was fined five days pay, an influential School Board

member asked the Head Custodian to suspend his penalty. If a cus-
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todian does not know a Board member personally, he may ask an As-

sociation officer or a former officer to speak with the Board on

his behalf. One custodian offers an example:

One supervisor has a chip on his shoulder. He won't
stand up for us. Once he caught someone coming back
late for lunch and he suspended him for the rest of
the afternoon. So the custodian called an Associa-
tion officer who went to the School Board member and
had him straighten the whole mess out.

At the custodians' banquet, Paul T, a member of the School Board,

describes how custodians asked favors of the Board:

I would like to pay public tribute to three gentle-
men whom I've had the pleasure of knowing for over
ten years, dating back to the time when my brother
Jack was on the School Board: Jimmy K, John M, and
Mr. G /Current and former officers of the Custodians'
Assocation7. Back in those days it was not unusual
to find one or more of them on a Saturday morning at
ny brother's house having a cup of coffee and discuss-
ing a grievance that one of the members 5f the Asso-
ciation] might have had or a request-for an extension
of sick leave which was deserved.

Of the five members of the School Board, the custodians feel that

three are sympathetic to their problems, although none will name

these three. Three constitutes a majority on the Board, "so the

Association gets three interested in our problems." Joe L, a mem-

ber of the Board for many years, is mentioned often as the best

friend the custodians ever had on the Board. Tom E, and Mrs. H,

are also mentioned as former Board members who were favorably
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disposed to custodians. At the other extreme, two former members

of the school Board, Arthur G (an incumbent defeated in 1965),

Isadore M, and Mrs. B, who recently ran unsuccessfully for the

4Board, are frequently mentioned as "the arch enemies of cu diens."

When it comes to salary increases for custodians, the School

Board is not more important than the City Council:

The custodians lost ground over the years fin salare
compared to police and firemen because the budget is
controlled by the Mayor. He is against us. He can
chop down the School Board's request for salary in-
creases for custodians in the budget. The City Coun-
cil can't increase the budget, but they can put back
what the Mayor took out. The Mayor doesn't like us,
but the City-Council tells him not to chop the bud-
get too much When it comes to us. So why not work Laampaigri7
for the City Council?

Some custodians who are not aware of how the final budget is computed con-

sider the Mayor to be a friend; they believe he is'respensible for their

salary increases:

Last year the Mayor got-us a five dollar raise. This
year? We'll wait and see.- go custodians work harder
for the Mayor or for the School Board ?7 We don't work
as hard for the Mayor as we do for the School Board
members.

In the past the City Council was "solidly" for the custodians. There

is strong agreement among the respondents that of the nine City Coun-

cil members, S and A are unsympathetic to their problems. Council-

men T and L are viewed as the most favorable, and they are deemed
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sufficient support because "all you need are one or two gouncil-

men7 to talk up your problems to the others." Members of-the-City

Council are particularly important for non-educational and non-

work related favors. Custodians look to the City Council rather

than the School Board in these areas because:

The School Board can't help us in many outside areas
because they are generally new in office and young
and beginners in politics. They don't have the con-

nections. The Council can help you get in a city
hospital, straighten out a water bill or a tax prob-

lem.

In summarizing, there are five points to consider in evaluat-

ing the ways local officials help custodians:

(1) Because of Civil Service rules there is little that
a "helpful" School Board member can do for an indi-
vidual custodian in the areas of job transfer,
changes in seniority, increases in salary.

(2) School'Board members do have some patronage jobs
to dispense, such as corridor guard;_ however, the
custodian must compete for these'jobs with the
friends and relatives of the politician.

(3) The individual custodian may use his influence with
the School Board to make his particular job better
by having alterations made on his building, getting
additional assistants assigned to his school, at-
taining a higher pay rating for his school, and in-
terceding for him when he is chastized by his sup-

eriors.

(4) An individual custodian may call on members of the
City Council and the School Board for certain"per-
sonal" favors involving other governmental agencies;
for example, to "take care of tax, judicial and

other problems.
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(5) The custodians work as a group through their As-
sociation officers to influence the School Board
and City Council in order to obtain salary in-
creases.

We must add, however, that the control of the Civil Service

on promotion and seniority seems to be amenable to a bit of weaken-

ing through political pressure. Below, we discuss one recent in-

cident where four men "jumped" ahead on the seniority list,. This

issue is very sensitive at this time, and most custodians either

pretend to be unaware of it or refuse to talk about it. One in-

formant described tote situation in these words:

Some of the politically active custodians, three or
four men, suddenly jumped ahead on the seniority list.
They claimed that they took the exam in 1942 or 1943
and they just now received credit for it: This was
never published in the City Record ghich publishes
seniority lists and other Information for all the city
employees] and it was not published how or why they
got ahead. They were helped.

Another custodian said:

These four are a hot issue now. Many custodians will
defend these four for having a true reason for jump-
ing so as not to cause trouble and arguments among
the men. One who jumped was a gormer7head of the
Association, so there is not much we can do about it.
But the other heads of the Association have done
little for themselves in this way.

One custodian was second on the seniority list before the four men

jumped ahead of him. He will notIlawever, make an issue of the
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matter because he does not want any of the posltions for which the

four are eligible. Another custodian defended the "jump." He be-

lieves the four to be victims of a "mix-up" which occurred in the

early 1910's when the custodians transferred from the contract sys-

tem to Civil Service. He explained that there was a midnight cut=

off point for senior appointments. A meeting that evening was recessed

because of the late hour and then reconvened. The meeting lasted until

two o'clock the next morning, two,hours past the cut-off. Some people

were:

Appointed to senior positions at this time. Because ofthe war g. W. IV and other mix-ups they were never
promoted. They have been fighting for this for twenty
years and now they won. We have no right to take it
away from them.

Other custodians mentioned the late night meeting. They do not, how-

ever, believe that these four men were appointed to the senior list

at 2 a. m. They are cynical_and express disbelief. These people

were supposedly appointed twenty years ago. The reader may consider

whether or not this incident represents an example of the use of

political influence on the Civil Service system.

We now turn to the "favors" state officials, either individ-

ually or as a group in the legislature, do for custodians in return

for campaigning and fund raising. The majority of the custodians

interviewed have little interest in state politics and only vague

ideas about the ways in which influence on the state level can help
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because they both live in the same neighborhood and attend the same

church. Another respondent believed that his fellow custodians give

little help in campaigning to their state representatives, and a

third custodian could not think of any legislation on the state level

that might be favorable to his co-workers. At the same extreme is

last year's association president who was not able to name any state

representatives unsympathetic to the problems of custodians.

In the past, and to a lesser extent now, the State Legisla-

ture has not passed bills beneficial to custodians. The Bay City

State House representatives are favorably disposed to the custodians

but they are stymied by the larger number of representatives from

other.parts of the state. As more Bay City custodians move out of

the citylthey participate in a wider range of statewide elections.

As non-residents of Bay City, they are ineligible to vote in city

elections; they do, however, campaign for city candidates. Campaign-

ing for state candidates does not conflict with campaigning for local

candidates, because state and city elections are held in alternate

years.

In their official capacity, state officials can do very little

for the custodians as a group or individually. They cannot increase

the salary of the custodians because they do not control the budget

allocations of the Bay City school system. They cannot affect job

tenure, promotion, etc., because most formal aspects of custodians!
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jobs are carefully regulated by Civil Service rules which are open

to public scrutiny.

There is, however, certain legislation that the custodians

would like passed by the statehouse. Although the right of free

petition exists in Bay State where arty individual may file a bill

through his state repreSentative and:

almost any state representative will sponsor a con-
crete bill, you have to have someone to take it out
of committee, or it will die. In the old days, Rep-
resentative P from Dorchester would help a good bill
from us. He would listen to you and help you all he
could. He was a good friend to custodians.

The "heart clause," for which the custodians had been fighting tp

get through the state legislature was rejected this past year by one

vote, a smaller margin than in past years. One custodian described

the heart clause and the reasons for its failure:

The heart clause comes up every year but it always re-
jected. The police and firemen have it. If a custo-
dian gets a heart attack on the job all he gets is
sick pay for a while and then nothing. If a cop or a
fireman gets a heart attack as a result of the job,
he gets a pension according to the heart clause. A
few custodians have gotten heart attacks on the job- -
you know it's more work than people think, with
shoveling coal and all. They had to get lawyers and
prove that the job aggravated the condition. The
state reps gepresentativei7 outside Bay City are
against the bill because it would cost the towns too
much money.

The custodians would also like additional safety legislation
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passed by the state legislature. Custodians are vulnerable not only

to the more mundane accidents, such as falling off ladders, but to

more serious dangers as well. For example, in the basements of some

schools, high voltage relays are mounted on uninsulated fixtures.

One custodian explained why additional safety laws have not been en-

acted:

We need more state legislation on safety laws-- es-
pecially on the enforcement of the ones we already
have. Towns and cities are exempt from some of these
rules because of home rule. You see, 'under home rule,
these laws are optional. In private industry, it's
too expensive to have accidents, so they take measures
to prevent them.

Other legislation that custodians consider necessary is as follows::

1. Time served in the military should count toward
seniority and pensions.

2. Evening activities held in the schools should be
reduced to fight vandalism.

3. Arm the custodians in certain dangerous schools and
give them more protection.

4. Include overtime in pension computations.

5. Custodians should be paid for unused sick leave.

Most of the state legislation that the custodians have worked

for or suggested has not been passed. Progress, however, is being

made; Gus G believes that the next session of the legislature will

pass the heart bill. A former president of the Association believes
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that the Bay City custodians would be a more effective lobby on the

state level if their Association was federated with the other cus-

todian organizations in the state:

We have had a tough job getting anything pushed through
the state legislature, because there is no unity among

the state's custodians. The state union is not helpful

because no one organization has all the custodians in

it.

Since the state legislature does not have jurisdiction or

control over the salary 6chedules and promotion lists of the Bay City

custodians, and since it has passed little legislation that favors

the custodians, the reader may wonder how.state officials reward

the campaign contributions and help of custodians. This question

cannot be answered without discussing the career of Gus G. Gus G

is the custodian most active, influential, and respected in poli-

tical circles in Bay City. He is the very visible organizer and

Master of Ceremonies at the custodians, annual banquets. Gus began

his political career working for the election of candidates to the

Bay City Council and to the Statehouse. Later, he worked hard for

the election of Governor P, and as a reward, he "went from the city

to the county payroll." He is now on a one-year leave of absence

from the Custodian Department to serve as Assistant Superintendent

of the County Courthouse. As one of the assistant secretaries for

patronage to the Governor, he sorts requests for temporary jobs

and admission of custodians' relatives to state hospitals or state
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colleges.

In the course of his political career, Gus G has met and be-

friended many political appointees and elected officials: heads of

hospitals and licensing bureaus, officials in the tax, motor vehicle,

water, parks, highway, judicial, and City personnel departments.

Gus, then, is the man to contact for a personal favor or same special

consideration from a city or state department. He sees his role in

this way:

I try to help custodians cut through the red tape in
any way I can. Suppose someone has a mother who has
to enter the state hospital, and she wants to get in
a few days early. I call the president of the Senate
or his State Rep. gepresentative7 to see if they can
get her in a few days early. We can also do things
for a custodian's son or daughter. 5ike what?7 Oh,

maybe they want to find out something about a state
school, or maybe they have had their driver's license
suspended, maybe we can do something for them.

Custodians need not use an intermediary like Gus or a former

officer of their Asiociation to ask a state official for a favor.

Some custodians personally contact their State Representatives to

"cut through the red tape" of governient departments. State of-

ficials make themselves readily available to the custodians. Gus

explains that State Representative Joe W "has always been right

there on the line whenever we needed him in the Statehouse." Frank

B listened to the custodians when he held state office: "When I

was Lieutenant Governor and John M and Gus association officers]
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used to come up there, I did whatever I could." A spokesman for the

County Sheriff says that the Sheriff "appreciates what [custodians]

have done for him in the past gnd7 he has tried to reciprocate; he

will continue to reciprocate at any time . . . in our offices at the

County Courthouse."



PART V: CONCLUSION

Chapter 16: Conclusion and Suggestions for Further Research

We have seen that as a result of status dilemma and lack of

respect from teachers, administrators, and others, the career of

the Bay City Public School custodian is characterized by horizontal

mobility. He typically transfers to or bids for schools which he

believes (salary and.other inducements notwithstanding) will pro-

vide satisfactory staff and community relations. Although not as

frequent a career pattern, some custodians will adjust to the exist-

ing siWation by re-training teachers or avoiding them rather than

bidding off the schools.

We have also examined the political careers of the Bay City

Public School custodians, another mode of response to status dilemma

and its resulting lack of respect. Individually, and as a group

through their Association, custodians campaign effectively and as-

siduously for politicians. They earn political influence which

they exchange for some measure of control over their working con-

ditions, benefits, the Custodial Department, and their lives in

general. Although we still have a great deal to learn about blue-

collar.power and the extent to which boards of education respond

to nonmonetary as well as salary and welfare demands, we would like
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to put forward two tentative hypotheses suggested by Professor Joseph

Cronin at the Harvard Graduate School of Education. First the lower

the socioeconomic status of the school electorate, the more influ-

ential the custodian may be in school decision-making even in other

than salary matters. Second, the more powerful the custodian in

electoral campaigns, the less likely a board of education is to make

decisions on the basis of educational issues as opposed to the impact

on worker welfare. We look forward to future findings.
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11 I. 39u BUILDING SERVICE EMPLOYFFS INTERNATIONAL UNION .FL
IA" 33 "II" NEW YOU 16. N. Y. *IttooN .1316

OCECUTIVE OFFICERS

THOMAS SHORTMAN ARTHUR L HARCKHAM 7NOMAS G. YOUNG RICHARD CANCELLEREPresident Ser.retarrTre a surer rm. President Secretary

January 28, 1969

To Whom It May Concern:

This letter is intended to introduce David M. Rafky, who
worked his way through college as a member of Local 32B,
Service Employees International Union.

He is now attending the graduate school of education at
Harvard University. He is inte3 ested in the problems of
Custodians and would like to lea n more about their jobs,

In order to gaim, more knowledge about custodians, David
would like tt.interview you. It is my hope that you will
cooperate with him as much as possible.

TS:jo
oeiu/153

Very truly yours,

Thomas Shortman
President

C:0


